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I. Definitions

Catch Basin

A cistern located at the point where a street gutter discharges into a sewer and designed
to catch and retain matter that would not pass readily through the sewer; or

A reservoir or well into which surface water may drain off.

Closed Circuit Television Inspection (CCTV)

Televised video inspection can be used to locate illicit connections and infiltration from
sanitary sewers. In CCTV, cameras are used to record the interior of the storm drain
pipes. They can be manually pushed with a stiff cable or guided remotely on treads or
wheels. A third-party contractor may be required to perform this testing activity.

If the source is located, follow steps for removing the illicit discharge. Document repairs,
new sanitary sewer connections, and other corrective actions required to accomplish this
objective. If the source still cannot be located, add the pipe segment to a future inspection
program.

Dye Testing

Dye testing is used to confirm a suspected illicit connection to a storm drain system. Prior
to testing, permission to access the site should be obtained. Dye is discharged into the
suspected fixture, and nearby storm drain structures and sanitary sewer manholes
observed for presence of the dye. Each fixture, such as sinks, toilets, and sump pumps,
should be tested separately. A third-party contractor may be required to perform this
testing activity.

General Permit

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation SPDES General Permit for
Stormwater Discharges

Geographical Areas of Concern

1. Ontario Drive – Roder Parkway – Chapman Drive – Shorewood Development –
Summer Lake
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Densely populated areas in Lake Ontario west watershed with high
potential for further construction activity.

2. Knickerbocker Road – Furnace Rd Corridor

Dense urbanized area with residential, commercial, and industrial areas
including the Town’s Highway Garage and WWTP in the Bear Creek
watershed. This contributes to Bear Creek Harbor, a high recreation value
area in the Town.

Illicit Discharges

Any discharge to a storm drain system that is not composed entirely of stormwater is
considered illicit, unless listed as a permitted discharge under the General Permit. See
Section VI. MCM 3 – Illicit Discharge Detection & Elimination for list of illicit discharges.

Impervious Surfaces

A surface in which water cannot penetrate.

Major Outfall

As defined by federal code:

“A municipal separate storm sewer outfall that discharges from a single
pipe with an inside diameter of 36 inches or more or its equivalent
(discharge from a single conveyance other than circular pipe which is
associated with a drainage area of more than 50 acres); or for municipal
separate storm sewers that receive storm water from lands zoned for
industrial activity (based on comprehensive zoning plans or the
equivalent), an outfall that discharges from a single pipe with an inside
diameter of 12 inches or more or from its equivalent (discharge from other
than a circular pipe associated with a drainage area of 2 acres or more).”

Manhole

A hole through which one may go especially to gain access to an underground or
enclosed structure.
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MS4 (Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System)

An all-encompassing entity that includes each of the stormwater conveyance systems
within an established boundary, not just the storm sewer. The NYS DEC has been given
authority by the US EPA to approve and enforce the MS4 General Discharge Permit
within New York State. Under the federal law commonly referred to as Stormwater Phase
II, permits are required for Stormwater discharges from designated MS4s. Since polluted
stormwater runoff is often discharged directly into local rivers and streams without
treatment, the intent of Stormwater Phase II is to reduce the quantity of pollutants
discharged to receiving waterbodies. MS4s are required by the permit to develop a
stormwater management program that will aid in meeting this Stormwater Phase II goal.

The federal definition, according to the Code of Federal Regulations [section 40 CFR
122.26(b)(8)], an MS4 is defined as follows:

“-municipal separate storm sewer means a conveyance or system of conveyances
(including roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters,
ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains):

(1) Owned or operated by a State, city, town, borough, county, parish, district,
association, or other public body (created by or pursuant to State law)...including
special districts under State law such as a sewer district, flood control district or
drainage district, or similar entity, or an Indian tribe or an authorized Indian tribal
organization, or a designated and approved management agency under section
208 of the Clean Water Act that discharges into the waters of the United States.”
(Note: “Waters of the United States” refers to surface water only.)
(2) “Designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water
(3) Which is not a combined sewer; and
(4) Which is not part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as defined
at 40 CFR 122.2"

Outfall

A. High Priority Outfalls - Town Defined

Any outfalls within the Town’s MS4 that discharge to Areas of Concern shall be
considered high priority.

B. High Priority Outfalls – Permit Defined

§ Outfalls serving areas with a high illicit discharge potential;
§ Outfalls discharging to impaired waters;
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§ Outfalls discharging to sensitive or high quality waters including but not limited to
public beaches, recreational areas, drinking water supplies and shellfishing areas;

§ Major Outfalls
§ Citizen complaints on more than three separate occasions in any 12 month

period.

Permitted Discharges

Discharged allowed under the General Permit. See Section VI. MCM 3 – Illicit Discharge
Detection & Elimination for list of permitted discharges.

Pollutants of Concern

i.Pathogens

Pathogens, such as Bacteria and viruses, include infectious agents and disease
producing organisms normally associated with human and animal wastes, leakage from
sewers and seepage from septic tanks. These organisms can cause disease in humans
and animals when present in drinking water, as well as contact recreation water bodies.
Biological contaminants come from litter, organic matter, and animal waste.

ii.Floatables

Floating litter in water may be contaminated with toxic chemicals and bacteria, are
unattractive to look at, and can cause death to aquatic animals and birds. Commonly
observed floatables include cigarette butts, plastic containers, wrappers, and cans.
Floatables are generally the result of careless handling or littering.

iii.Metals

Metals in water can be toxic to humans, aquatic life, and other animals that drink water.
Common sources are vehicle exhaust, weathered paint, metal plating, tires, and motor
oil.

iv.Oil & Grease

Oil and grease may be toxic to aquatic life, even in small amounts. Oil and grease in
storm drains can generally be traced to automotive leaks and spills or improper disposal
of used oil and automotive products into storm drains.

v.Oxygen-Demanding Organics
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Organic materials, such as excreta, decaying plant and animal matter, litter, and food
wastes, may enter surface waters dissolved or suspended in runoff. Natural
decomposition of these materials may deplete dissolved oxygen supplies in the surface
waters. Dissolved oxygen may be reduced below the threshold necessary to maintain
aquatic life, impairing or killing fish and other aquatic plants and animals.

vi.Phosphorous

Phosphorus promotes weed and algae growth in lakes and streams. Excessive weed
growth clogs waterways and blocks sunlight. When algae die, they sink to the bottom
and decompose in a process that removes oxygen from the water. Fish and other
aquatic organisms cannot survive in water with low dissolved oxygen levels. Some
sources of nutrients are fertilizer, excrement, and detergents.

vii.Silt & Sediment

Large amounts of silt and sediment, when dislodged and swept by storm water into water
bodies, can disrupt ecosystems in a number of ways. Storm water runoff that contains
sediment can deposit harmful amounts of silt in sensitive areas such as wetlands, wildlife
preserves, and stream and lake bottoms harming the habitats of aquatic insects and
plants. Sediment blocks sunlight needed by aquatic plants to grow. Sediments can carry
toxic chemicals that cause the oxygen in water to be used up. Sediment generally is the
result of soil erosion from lawns, hillsides, and gardening/landscaping activities.

viii.Thermal Stress

Direct exposure of sunlight to urban streams which lack shade may elevate stream
temperatures, which can exceed fish tolerance limits, reduce survival, and lower
resistance to disease. Urban street surfaces and other impervious surface areas which
have been heated by sunlight may transport thermal energy to a stream during a storm
event, thus adding stress to biota. Coldwater fish (such as trout) may be eliminated, or
the habitat may become marginally supportive of the fishery.

ix.Toxic Substances

Toxic substances may enter surface waters either dissolved in runoff or attached to
sediment or organic materials. The principal concerns in surface water are their entry
into the food chain; bioaccumulation; toxic effect on fish, wildlife, and microorganisms;
habitat degradation; and potential degradation of public water supply sources. Some
toxic substances that may be present in residential areas, businesses, and construction
sites are listed below:

v Residential: Pet waste, vehicle fluids (oil, gas and antifreeze), paint, pesticides,
solvents, batteries, hazardous wastes, street litter, soap from car washing, and
swimming pool discharges.
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v Businesses: Fuel, soap from equipment washing, waste process water, and
hazardous liquids.

v Construction: Sediment, wash water from concrete mixers, used oil and solvents,
vehicle fuels, and pesticides.

Smoke Testing

Smoke testing is a useful method of locating the source of illicit discharges when there is
no obvious potential source. Smoke testing is an appropriate tracing technique for short
sections of pipe and for pipes with small diameters. Smoke added to the storm drain
system will emerge in connected locations. A third-party contractor may be required to
perform this testing activity.

SOP

Standard operating procedure.

Storm Drain

A drain that carries water (such as rainwater) away from a street, parking lot, etc.

Waterbodies of Concern

Waterbodies that have been identified as impaired or high priority as determined by the
NYS DEC and/or the Town of Ontario. See section III. Town Background, subsection 4.

1. Central shoreline of Lake Ontario, Segment 15

As noted in the General Permit draft, Appendix A, the central shoreline of
Lake Ontario is listed as an impaired waterbody. While all pollutants
should be kept out of the storm water sewer, pesticides and pathogens
have been identified as the primary cause of impairment on the central
shoreline of Lake Ontario.

2. Bear Creek

In addition to this classification by the NYSDEC, the Town of Ontario has
recognized Bear Creek as a priority water body due to the fact that Bear
Creek receives flows from the Wastewater Treatment Plant, the Highway
Garage, and dense residential areas.
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II. Program Introduction

Program Intent

This Stormwater Management Program (SWMP) plan has been prepared by the Town of
Ontario in an ongoing effort to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent
possible and practicable via better management of the Town’s Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4), and is required under the MS4 General Permit.

The purpose of this document is to serve as a living guide to the Town and its constituents
to achieve this goal. This plan is broken down by each of the six minimum control
measures (MCMs) as required by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYS DEC) General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s), hereafter referred to as the General Permit. The
six MCMs are as follows:

1) MCM 1 - Public Education and Outreach

2) MCM 2 - Public Involvement & Participation

3) MCM 3 - Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

4) MCM 4 - Construction Site Runoff Control

5) MCM 5 - Post-Construction Stormwater Management

6) MCM 6 - Pollution Prevention / Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

Each MCM section will outline background information, Best Management Practices
(BMPs), and measureable goals of the Town in accordance with the General Permit.
Since this plan is based on the requirements of the General Permit, it is imperative that
this document be updated whenever the permit is updated.

There are several SOPs, forms, checklists, and other related documents that are
pertinent to the functionality of this plan, all of which can be found in the Appendix. These
documents were created with the intention of improving data collection and record-
keeping in conjunction with digital records. Collectively, this document and its forms shall
be referenced and used as a tool to better the Town’s stormwater management within
Ontario’s MS4 boundary. This plan shall be kept in a binder with a place for filled forms
to be filed.

Applicable Town Codes

· Chapter 116 Stormwater Management
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· Chapter 118 Stormwater Pollution

GIS

GIS (geographic information system) is a powerful tool that can be used to store, analyze,
manipulate, correlate, recall, and display data with a geographical reference to provide
great detail and understanding. Data such as spatial coordinates (location, elevation) can
be used to give objects (such as catch basins, outfalls, etc.) in the database a very precise
description.

In 2006, the Town began utilizing GPS and GIS in order to establish a digital model of all
utilities. Since then, the model has been (and will be continue to be) updated in order to
incrementally improve the comprehensiveness of the digital model. Some major benefits
of using GIS are the consolidation of information into one central location, improved
efficiency in data retrieval, accuracy of the data recorded, and improved ability to track
and plan for infrastructure maintenance and improvements.

As part of this SWMP plan, Town staff will update GIS while out in the field by collecting,
entering, and editing field activities using a web form or data collector that communicates
and syncs with the geodatabase contained within ArcGIS online. See MCM 3 and
Appendix E for fillable form Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection Field
Sheet that is currently being used in conjunction with the GIS database.

III. Town Background

Watershed Areas

Due to its geographic location, situated on the southern shore of Lake Ontario, the Town
generally sheds from south to north toward the lake, and can be divided into seven
watersheds:

1. Lake Ontario Watershed West
2. Deer Creek Watershed (ONT-98.1)
3. Fourmile Creek Watershed (ONT-99)
4. Mill Creek Watershed (ONT-98)
5. Dennison Creek Watershed (ONT-97)
6. Bear Creek Watershed (ONT-96)
7. Lake Ontario East
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The map below depicts the location of each of these watersheds:
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MS4 MCM Organization Chart

Neighboring MS4s

The Town of Ontario is bordered by two other MS4s, which includes the Town of Webster
and the Town of Walworth. Although not pictured in the map below, the Wayne County
Highway Department (NYR20A491) is another neighboring MS4.
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Pollutants, Waterbodies, and Geographic Areas of Concern

The matrix below is a representation of pollutants of concern that correspond to both

waterbodies and geographic areas of concern within the Town’s MS4 boundaries.
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See section I. Definitions for definitions relating to pollutants of concern.

IV. MCM 1 – Public Education & Outreach

Public education and outreach is an important factor in reducing the discharge of
pollutants into the Town’s MS4 and downstream waterbodies.

MCM 1 – Education and Outreach Topics

· Waterbodies of Concern
· Pollutants of Concern (POCs)
· Geographic Areas of Concern
· Ways to reduce individual impact on stormwater quality
· Hazards of illegal discharges and improper waste disposal

Program Implementation

The Town of Ontario Watershed Committee and Town officials participate in the Ontario-
Wayne Joint MS4 Coalition in support of developing and maintaining training
opportunities, public  resources, and funding for additional stormwater management
initiatives.
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Outreach Methods include:

· direct mailings
· chip clips
· children’s coloring books
· email list, newspaper ads
· public events
· presentations
· visual display of the stormwater model
· web page
· social media
· community signage
· storm drain marking program
· brochures

Available Brochures

v Automotive Repair & MS4

v Do You Live Near a Stormwater Management Pond?

v The Homeowner & MS4

v How to Empty Your Pool or Spa Wisely

v Lawn Maintenance Facts & MS4

v Living Next to Stormwater Management Ponds

v Moving Dirt? Building Something?

v Restaurant/Food Service & MS4

v The Scoop about Pet Poop

v Septic Tips For Your Septic Tank

v Stormwater Pollution Prevention: You can make a difference!

v IDDE (under development)

These materials are already available for public access at the Town Hall, Library, and
Recreation Department. In addition to these available resources, the public is also
encouraged to contact the SMO at any time with questions, comments, or concerns
related to stormwater management. As noted in MCM 2, the Annual Report and will be
available on the Town website each year and public feedback is encouraged.
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Target Audiences

a. General

It is important to acknowledge the audiences that will be targeted in order to ensure
that the program information is distributed accordingly.

Measurable Goals

1. Annual number of mailings sent to residents:

2. Have all target audiences been reached?:

3. Have responsible parties reviewed status of these goals?:

4. Have responsible parties discussed future goals to maintain or improve public

outreach?:
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V. MCM 2 – Public Involvement & Participation

Established Measures

i. Public Involvement

The Town of Ontario annually posts a draft of the MS4 Annual Report and SWMP
plan on the Town website in order to allow the public to review and comment.
Hard copies of the SWMP and Annual Report shall be available at the Highway
Department Office and the local library. The general public is encouraged to
provide feedback on the Annual Report either by calling the SMO, or by submitting
written feedback via a drop box on the Town website. The public is also
encouraged to provide any feedback in regard to any stormwater management
observations, ideas, recommendations, or concerns at any time.

ii. Public Participation

Along with the educational resources listed under MCM 1, the public is given
several opportunities to become involved with stormwater management efforts
each year. Local groups, such as Boy Scout Troops 126 and 127, the Town of
Ontario Gardening Club, volunteer associations, school clubs, and other
volunteer associations will be given community service opportunities to participate
directly in these efforts. For example, these groups can help with activities such
as storm drain stenciling, the installation and maintenance of MS4 rain gardens,
and many other stormwater management related tasks.

Measures for Future Consideration

· Additional brochure development, including topics such as:

v Household Hazardous Waste Disposal
v Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE)
v Pesticide and Fertilizer Application
v Recycling
v Trash Management
v Vehicle Washing

· Further develop school programs to visit and speak with local schools
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Measurable Goals

1. How many community events will be held for the year?:

2. How many community events were held last year?:

3. What was the total attendance for all community events?: 400

4. Increase distribution from previous year by               %

5. Increase attendance at community events from the previous year by: %

6. Receive any feedback from the community on the SWMP?:

7. Have responsible parties reviewed the status of this year’s goals?:

VI. MCM 3 – Illicit Discharge Detection & Elimination (IDDE)

Illicit discharges are a detriment to stormwater quality and the Town’s goal of reducing
stormwater pollution.

The Town’s GIS database shall be used for IDDE tracking as it allows better management
of data. The use of GIS will allow field employees to update system information in real
time via the use of smart phones or digital notepads. This approach will improve efficiency
and accuracy of data and recordkeeping.

Note: The general public will receive IDDE education via methods noted in MCM 1.

MCM 3 Tasks

· Guide Town employees on how to detect and eliminate illicit discharges
· Provide training sessions to Town employees using Video Kits upon hire
· Provide refresher training sessions to Town employees using Video Kits every 2

years

IDDE Process

Below is a schematic detailing the IDDE steps, in order, as it applies to the Town’s
stormwater system. Procedures for prioritizing outfalls are detailed below under sub-
section 9. Ranking Outfalls.
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Figure 1. IDDE Process Diagram

IDDE Resources

· GPS
· Camera
· GIS
· Sampling Kits
· Summer Intern

Areas of Concern

Outfalls that are located within the Town’s Areas of Concern shall be inspected annually.
It should be noted that these high priority outfalls do not count toward the Town’s goal to
inspect 20% of all outfalls each year. See Section III. Town Background, 4. Pollutants,
Waterbodies, and Geographical Areas of Concern for a list of the Town’s Areas of
Concern.

1. Map & Rank ALL
Outfalls

2. Dry weather
inspections &

sampling
3. Re-rank outfalls

4. Remove illicit
discharges based
on findings from

step 2. and 3.

5. Map &
investigate
catchments

6. Remove illicit
discharges based

on step 5.

6. Follow-up
screening and

review
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Illicit Discharges & Enforcement

Illicit discharges are a detriment to stormwater quality and the Town’s goals to improve
stormwater management. In order to enforce restrictions on illicit discharges, Chapter
118 of the Town Code has explicitly defined and prohibited such actions.

Illicit discharges may enter the engineered storm drain system through direct or indirect
connections, such as:

· Illegal floor drains
· Broken sanitary sewer lines
· Cross connections
· Sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs)
· Failing septic systems
· Intentional discharge of pollutants into catch basins, such as grass clippings, leaf

litter, pet waste and other materials
· Sump pumps connect directly to the storm drain

Permitted Discharges, as listed by the General Permit:

· dechlorinated (chlorine residual ≤0.1 mg/L) water line flushing
· landscape irrigation
· diverted stream flows
· rising ground waters
· uncontaminated ground water infiltration, as defined by federal code
· uncontaminated ground water
· discharges from potable water sources
· foundation drains
· air conditioning condensate
· irrigation water
· springs
· water from crawl space and basement sump pumps
· footing drains
· lawn and landscape watering runoff provided that all pesticides and fertilizers

have been applied in accordance with the manufacturer’s product label;
· water from individual residential car washing
· flows from riparian habitats and wetlands
· dechlorinated swimming pool discharges
· residual street wash water
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· discharges or flows from emergency firefighting activities
· testing of firefighting equipment (water only suppression equipment)
· fire hydrant flushing
· dechlorinated (chlorine residual ≤0.1 mg/L) water reservoir discharges
· any discharge permitted by SPDES permit

Dry Weather Inspections

v Related SOPs:
§ 1. Dry Weather Inspections
§ 4. IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet

v Related GIS Form:
§ Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection Field Sheet

A dry weather period is a time interval during which less than 0.1 inch of rain is observed
across a minimum of 72 hours. Unlike wet weather sampling, dry weather inspections are
not intended to capture a “first flush” of storm water discharge, rather they are intended
to identify any/all discharges from a storm water outfall during a period without recorded
rainfall. The objective of inspections during a dry weather period is to characterize
observed discharges and facilitate detection of illicit discharges. If possible, inspector
shall be prepared to sample any dry weather flows at the time of dry weather inspection.

See related SOPs for further details.

See SOP 2. Tracking Illicit Discharges or the matrix located in subsection 12.
Measureable Goals below for inspection frequency.

Tracking Illicit Discharges

v Related SOP: 2. Tracking Illicit Discharges

In addition to dry weather inspections, this section further details on where to begin, and
also how to successfully determine sources of Illicit discharges. This includes an overview
on methods such as dye testing, smoke testing, and televising.

Sampling

v Related SOP: 3. Sampling

The Town may either use in-house services to conduct sampling, or contract this portion
of the inspection to a certified laboratory. If the sampling is conducted by Town
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employees, sampling shall be done with field test kits and field instrumentation that is
sensitive enough to detect the parameter below the action level. Standard procedures
and parameters, as defined by the General Permit. See related SOP for further detail.

Ranking Outfalls

Outfalls shall be ranked according to definitions location in section I. As new outfalls are
constructed or discovered, they shall be ranked, labeled, and added to the outfall map.

Catch Basins

v Related SOP: 5. Catch Basin Inspection and Cleaning

Catch basins help minimize flooding and protect water quality by removing trash,
sediment, decaying debris, and other solids from storm water runoff. These materials are
retained in a sump below the invert of the outlet pipe. Catch basin cleaning reduces foul
odors, prevents clogs in the storm drain system, and reduces the loading of suspended
solids, nutrients, and bacteria to receiving waters. During regular cleaning and inspection
procedures, data can be gathered related to the condition of the physical basin structure;
its frame and grate, and the quality of storm water conveyed by the structure.
Observations such as the following can indicate sources of pollution within the storm drain
system:
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Measurable Goals

VII. MCM 4 – Construction Site Runoff Control

This MCM is a general guide to each of the project phases, including design, planning,
pre-construction, construction, and project closeout. These guidelines and procedures
will help to prevent, reduce, and eliminate pollutant loading from construction site
activities.

Each phase has its own corresponding SOP that shall be followed. See Appendix F for
the Town’s Standard Operating Procedures and other forms relating to MCM 4.

v Stormwater Management Officer

The designated Stormwater Management Officer (SMO) will be responsible for
overseeing the implementation, utilization, and maintenance of this plan. In order to
ensure that site runoff control procedures are carried out through all project phases, it is
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important that the SMO consult with all Town Department Heads, the Town Engineer,
and the Design Engineer. All Town departments will report to the SMO in regard to all of
their stormwater management related activities.

Stormwater Management Officer Contact Information:

Marilee Stollery
Superintendent of Highways,
Highway Department
6449 Furnace Road
Ontario, NY 14519

email: highway@ontariotown.org
phone: (315) 524-8111

Planning & Development Phase

v Related SOPs:
o 1. Controlling E&S Through Design & Planning
o 1.A Design & Planning Checklist

Erosion and sedimentation from land-disturbing human activities can be a significant
source of stormwater pollution.

Prevention of erosion and sedimentation is preferable to installing treatment devices.
Consistent application and implementation of the following guidelines during the design
and review phases can prevent erosion and sedimentation. The figure below is a
depiction of the typical flow of planning procedures.
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Review SWPPP and Erosion &
Sediment Control

Verify and complete checklist

Issue MS4 Acceptance

Figure 3. Planning Phase Flow Chart

Application Submitted

Review of plans & documents by
Town staff

Issue Comments

Planning Board Approval

Town Staff to verify comments and
conditions met

Sign plans

Proceed to pre-construction
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Pre-Construction Procedures & Requirements

v Related SOPs:
o 2. E&SC Pre-Construction Procedures & Requirements
o 2.A Pre-Construction Checklist

v Related excel spreadsheet: “Construction Site Inventory and Training Log”

A pre-construction meeting is required and scheduled through the Town Development
Office prior to the start of construction and prior to the issuance of permits.  The
Developer, his Contractor, and Design Engineer shall meet with all utility representatives,
Town Department Heads, Town Engineer and project observers to discuss the overall
project, its impacts and schedules.  A project construction sequence shall be presented
in writing and discussed at this meeting.

Also, the related spreadsheet will be used and updated regularly by the Building
Department in order to ensure E&S training compliance prior to the start of construction.
See related SOP and spreadsheet.

Construction Phase Guidelines

v Related SOPs:
o 3. Controlling E&S on Construction Sites
o 4. Stormwater Site Observation Report
o 5. Violation Procedures
o 6. E&SC Training Expiration Notification

v Related excel spreadsheet: “Construction Site Inventory and Training Log”

During the construction phase, it is important to inspect active sites regularly to ensure
that practices are consistent with approved site plans and the site’s Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and/or any other regulatory requirements, as required by the
municipality’s legal authority.

Also, the related spreadsheet will be used and updated regularly by the Building
Department in order to ensure E&S training compliance for site workers throughout the
entire construction phase. See related SOPs and spreadsheet.

Project Closeout Procedures & Requirements

v Related SOP:
o 7. Project Closeout Procedures & Requirements
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Upon completion of a construction project, proper closeout procedures must be followed
as detailed in the related SOPs.

Public Complaints About Construction Site Runoff

v Related SOP: 8. Stormwater Public Complaint Form

Reports by residents and other users of a water body can be effective tools in identifying
the presence of illicit discharges. In order to better track and document complaints
regarding construction stormwater runoff, the Town has created related SOP 8.
Stormwater Public Complaint Form which will be filled out for every public complaint or
concern regarding construction site runoff.

Enforcement Actions

v Related SOPs:
o 5. Violation Procedures
o 6. E&SC Training Expiration Notification

The Town of Ontario has several measures that it can utilize to enforce stormwater
management guidelines and practices, such as:

· Notices of Violation

· Stop Work Orders

· Training Expiration Notification

· Termination of Contracts

· Administrative Fines

· Civil Penalties

· Administrative Orders

· Enforcement Actions or Sanctions

Much of the information regarding enforcement actions listed in the related SOP has been

sourced from the Town Code, Chapter 116.

Although it is preferable to prevent runoff through education and training, it is necessary
for the Town to have these enforcement actions in place in the event that infractions do
occur.
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Measurable Goals

VIII. MCM 5 – Post Construction Stormwater Management

Best Management Practices

v Related SOP: 1. Controlling E&S Through BMP Maintenance

Many construction phase BMPs can be integrated into the final site design, but ongoing
inspection and maintenance are required to ensure long-term function of any permanent
BMP. It is also necessary to clearly define maintenance responsibilities to ensure that
proper maintenance actions are continued indefinitely. The following guidelines
summarize the requirements for long-term maintenance of permanent BMPs.

1) Responsibility for maintaining erosion and sediment control devices shall be clearly
identified.

2) Erosion and sediment control devices shall be inspected following heavy rainfall
events to ensure they are working properly.

3) Erosion control blankets shall be utilized when seeding slopes.
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4) Vegetated and wooded buffers shall be protected, and left undisturbed to the extent
possible.

5) Runoff shall not be diverted into a sensitive area unless this has been specifically
approved.

6) Sedimentation basins shall be cleaned out once sediment reaches 50% of the basin’s
design capacity.

7) Snow shall not be plowed into, or stored within, retention basins, rain gardens, or other
BMPs.

8) Easements and service routes shall be maintained, to enable maintenance equipment
to access BMPs for regular cleaning.

Stormwater Management Facilities

In order to achieve the Town’s goal of reducing stormwater pollution as much as possible,
it is imperative that the Town regularly monitor the level of maintenance being applied to
each of the stormwater management facilities within the boundary of the Town’s MS4. In
some cases, the Town has entered into agreements with developers or property owners
that places maintenance responsibilities on those other entities. Even in those cases, it
is still the duty of the Town to ensure that those contracts are being honored, facilities are
being properly maintained, and owners are following stormwater BMPs.

A complete list of the Town’s documented stormwater management facilities is located in
Appendix D, and shall be updated any time a new facility is constructed.

Maintenance Tasks

A. Public Facilities

Stormwater management structures of public facilities shall be the responsibility
of the Town to inspect and maintain. Inspections will be conducted bi-annually, as
staffing permits. Below is a list of maintenance tasks related to each type of
structure or facility, as outlined by the New York State Stormwater Management
Design Manual (January, 2015):

i. Wet Pond
1) Undesirable vegetative growth
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2) Floating or floatable debris removal required
3) Visible pollution
4) Shoreline erosion
5) Mowing

ii. Dry Pond
1) Vegetation adequate
2) Undesirable vegetative growth
3) Undesirable woody vegetation
4) Low flow channels clear of obstructions
5) Standing water or wet spots
6) Sediment and / or trash accumulation
7) Mowing

iii. Wet Swale
1) Sediment build-up within the bottom of the channel
2) Mowing

iv. Dry Swale
1) Sediment build-up within the bottom of the channel
2) Vegetation in dry swales is mowed as required during the

growing season to maintain grass heights in the 4 to 6 inch
range.

v. Bioretention Facility
1) Bioretention free of debris and litter
2) Grass height not greater than 6 inches
3) No evidence of erosion
4) No evidence of sediment buildup
5) Sumps should not be more than 50% full of sediment
6) No evidence of erosion at downstream toe of drop structure
7) No evidence of standing water
8) Structured components in good condition, no need for

repair
9) No evidence of erosion
10) No evidence of any blockages

vi. Infiltration Facility
1) Bioretention free of debris and litter
2) Grass height not greater than 6 inches
3) No evidence of erosion
4) No evidence of sediment buildup
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5) Sumps should not be more than 50% full of sediment
6) No evidence of erosion at downstream toe of drop structure
7) No evidence of standing water
8) Structured components in good condition, no need for

repair
9) No evidence of erosion
10) No evidence of any blockages

B. Private Facilities

Owners of private facilities are responsible for maintaining their own stormwater
management structures. However, the Town shall inspect all private facilities
annually to ensure proper maintenance in reference to the maintenance tasks
listed above, under A. Public Facilities.

v Stormwater Management Practices Inspection Checklists

The NYS DEC “Inspection Checklist” for the SMPs in the NYS Stormwater
Management Design Manual includes comprehensive checklists for several
facility types, as listed below. The Town shall use these checklists, located in
Appendix G, whenever relevant to a facility type:

· Bioretention facilities, Levels 1 and 2
· Disconnection & Sheetflow, Levels 1 and 2
· Green Roof SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Infiltration SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Permeable Pavement SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Pond and Wetland SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Rainwater Harvesting SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Sand and Organic Filter SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Swale SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
· Tree Planting SMPs, Levels 1 and 2
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Measurable Goals

IX. MCM 6 – Pollution Prevention / Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

Overview

v Related SOPs:
o 1. Stormwater Pollution Prevention & Good Housekeeping
o 5. Self-Assessment Checklist

As a New York State MS4, the Town of Ontario is required by the NYSDEC to address, at
a minimum, these points in regard to Stormwater Pollution Prevention and Good
Housekeeping:

v Design and implement an operation and maintenance program to reduce and prevent
discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable from municipal operations
and facilities;

v Include a training component in the program on pollution prevention and good
housekeeping techniques in municipal operations;

v Select and implement management practices for pollution prevention and good
housekeeping in municipal operations; and
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v Develop measurable goals to ensure the reduction of all pollutants of concern in
stormwater discharges to the maximum extent practicable.

Based on these requirements, the following topics are covered in depth in the Town’s set
of related SOPs.

· Preventing pollution at its source
· Manage clean water runoff and minimize pollutant exposure to clean water
· Minimize use of potential pollutants
· Plan for spills and accidents
· Practice preventative maintenance
· Identify potential pollutant sources
· Planning new facilities to include stormwater pollution prevention
· Improving data collection, mapping, and records maintenance
· Train employees
· Improve communications and coordination

Road Maintenance

v Related SOPs:
o 11. Winter Road Maintenance
o 12. Road Maintenance

Poorly maintained streets allow for the accumulation of trash, grit, debris, salt, and other
contaminants. Rain and snow-melt events can wash contaminants from these areas and
into receiving waterbodies. In addition, street repair/paving processes use materials that
can contaminate receiving waters if they interact with stormwater. Due to the local climate
and weather patterns, the SOPs pertaining to this section are broken down into two
categories: winter and non-winter months.

These contaminants can negatively impact receiving waters such as changing the BOD
(biochemical oxygen demand), adding foreign particulate matter, and creating toxicity
that could harm both plants and wildlife. By simply following BMPs and procedures
outlined in this plan, these negative impacts can be easily mitigated.

Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance

v Related SOP: 13. Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
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Trace amounts of metals/hydrocarbons are found in materials that are typically used in
maintenance operations. Some of these commonly used materials include fuels,
antifreeze, batteries, motor oils, grease, and parts cleaning solvents. In order to best
prevent these contaminants from making their way to receiving waterbodies, best
management practices have been put into place.

Fuel and Oil Handling and Maintenance Procedures

v Related SOPs:
o 7. Fuel and Oil Handling Procedures
o 8. Oil Water Separator Maintenance

Spills, leaks, and overfilling can occur during handling of fuels and petroleum-based
materials, even in small volumes, representing a potential source of stormwater pollution.
The related SOPs address a variety of ways by which fuels and petroleum-based materials
can be delivered, steps to be taken when petroleum products (such as waste oil) are
loaded onto vehicles for offsite disposal or recycling, and also proper oil/water separator
maintenance BMPs.

Landscaping and Lawn Care Materials

v Related SOPs:
o 9. Landscaping, Pesticides, and Fertilizers
o 10. Pesticides & Fertilizers Checklist

Use and improper storage of pesticides and fertilizers can contribute to loading of
nutrients and toxic compounds to surface waters. The related SOPs addresses Best
Management Practices for landscaping, storing materials, and guidelines for safe and
appropriate application.

Refuse Storage and Disposal

v Related SOP: 14. Refuse Storage and Removal

Improper storage and disposal of refuse and wastes can contribute toxic compounds to
nearby waterbodies. This can be easily prevented or mitigated by following the BMPs as
described in the related SOP.
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Spill Response and Cleanup Procedures

v Related SOP: 6. Spill Response & Cleanup

The Town is responsible for any contaminant spill or release that occurs on property that
the Town owns or operates. Particular areas of concern include any facilities that use or
store chemicals, fuel oil or hazardous waste, including schools, garages, DPW/DOT
yards, and landfills. Implementation of proper spill response and cleanup procedures can
help to mitigate the effects of a contaminant release. See related SOP.

v Emergency Contact Information

Ø Stormwater Management Officer: Marilee Stollery
Superintendent of Highways
Highway Department
6449 Furnace Road
Ontario, NY 14519
email: highway@ontariotown.org
phone: (315) 524-8111

Ø Wayne County Emergency Management Office
George Bastedo, Director
7376 Rt. 31,  Suite 2000
Lyons NY  14489-9174
(315) 946-5663

Ø Region 8 DEC Spill Response Unit must be contacted (585-226-5433) if a
hazardous waste spill is detected.  All petroleum spills that occur within New
York State must be reported to the NYS Spill Hotline (1-800-457-7362)
within 2 hours of discovery except spills which meet all of the following
criteria:

1) The quantity is known to be less than 5 gallons.
2) The spill is contained and under the control of the spiller.
3) The spill has not and will not reach the state’s water or any land.
4) The spill is cleaned up within 2 hours of discovery.

Ø National Response Center (1-800-424-8802) The National Response Center
is the sole federal point for reporting all hazardous substances releases and oil
spills that trigger federal notification requirements under several laws. For
information on EPA Discharge of Oil Regulations, see EPA website.
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Catch Basins

See MCM 3 for details regarding catch basin cleaning and maintenance.

Training Employees

v Related SOPs:
o 2. Training Program Overview
o 3. Training Program Topics
o 4. Training Sign-In Sheet

Topics covered under related SOPs:

· SWPP Training for employees on stormwater pollution and prevention practices
· identified emergency contacts and reporting procedures
· general education on importance of stormwater pollution control to all employees
· targeted training on policies, procedures, and best management practices for

maintenance staff
· refresher training and continuing education on routine basis for maintenance staff
· Video Training Kits which include quizzes at the end of each video

Measurable Goals
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APPENDIX A

NYS DEC GENERAL PERMIT FOR STORMWATER
DISCHARGES FROM MS4s
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APPENDIX B

BLANK MS4 ANNUAL REPORT
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APPENDIX C

MAPS
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF CURRENT STORMWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES
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APPENDIX E

MCM 3 SOPs AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
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APPENDIX F

MCM 4 SOPs AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
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APPENDIX G

MCM 5 SOPs AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
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APPENDIX H

MCM 6 SOPs AND RELATED DOCUMENTS
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1. Controlling E&S Through BMP Maintenance

Many construction phase BMPs can be integrated into the final site design, but ongoing inspection and
maintenance are required to ensure long-term function of any permanent BMP. The following
guidelines summarize the requirements for long-term maintenance of permanent BMPs:

1. Responsibility for maintaining erosion and sediment control devices shall be clearly identified.

2. Erosion and sediment control devices shall be inspected following heavy rainfall events to ensure
they are working properly.

3. Erosion control blankets shall be utilized when seeding slopes.

4. Vegetated and wooded buffers shall be protected, and left undisturbed to the extent possible.

5. Runoff shall not be diverted into a sensitive area unless this has been specifically approved.

6. Sedimentation basins shall be cleaned out once sediment reaches 50% of the basin’s design
capacity.

7. Snow shall not be plowed into, or stored within, retention basins, rain gardens, or other BMPs.

8. Easements and service routes shall be maintained, to enable maintenance equipment to access
BMPs for regular cleaning.
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1. Controlling Erosion and Sediment through Design and Planning

Erosion and sedimentation from land-disturbing human activities can be a significant source of
stormwater pollution. This document is a general guide to the Design and Planning phase for reducing
or eliminating pollutant loading from such activities.

Prevention of erosion and sedimentation is preferable to installing treatment devices. Consistent
application and implementation of the following guidelines during the design and review phases can
prevent erosion and sedimentation:

1. Avoid sensitive areas, steep slopes, and highly erodible soils to the maximum extent possible
when developing site plans.

2. Identify potential problem areas before the site plan is finalized and approved.

3. Plan to use sediment barriers along contour lines, with a focus on areas where short-circuiting
(i.e., flow around the barrier) may occur.

4. Use berms at the top of a steep slope to divert runoff away from the slope’s edge.

5. Design trapezoidal or parabolic vegetated drainage channels, not triangular.

6. Use vegetated channels with riprap check dams, instead of impervious pavement or concrete,
to reduce the water velocity of the conveyance system.

7. Design a check dam or sediment forebay with level spreader at the exit of outfalls to reduce
water velocity of the discharge and collect sediment.

8. Use turf reinforcement matting to stabilize vegetated channels, encourage vegetation
establishment, and withstand flow velocities without scouring the base of the channel.

9. Plan open channels to follow land contours so natural drainage is not disrupted.

10. Use organic matting for temporary slope stabilization and synthetic matting for permanent
stabilization.

11. Provide a stable channel, flume, or slope drain where it is necessary to carry water down
slopes.

12. The plans are to incorporate a detailed sequence of construction outlining each step/ phase of
construction.  If necessary, a phasing plan is to be provided.
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13. The erosion and sediment control plans and design are to be incompliance with the latest
version of the NYS Standards and Speciation’s for Erosion and Sediment Control “Blue Book”
requirements.

14. The erosion and sediment control plans are to identify the proposed SWPPP mailbox location.

15. All disturbed and dormant areas are to be stabilized with seed and mulch within seven (7) days
from the last time they were worked within.

Date Adopted ________________________________
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1. Dry Weather Inspections

Objectives of Dry Weather Inspections

A dry weather period is a time interval during which less than 0.1 inch of rain is observed across a
minimum of 72 hours. Unlike wet weather sampling, dry weather inspections are not intended to
capture a “first flush” of storm water discharge, rather they are intended to identify any/all discharges
from a storm water outfall during a period without recorded rainfall. The objective of inspections during
a dry weather period is to characterize observed discharges and facilitate detection of illicit discharges.

Inspection Frequency

All outfalls considered high priority shall be inspected on a yearly basis. At least 20% of the low
priority outfalls shall be inspected annually on a rolling basis. This is in addition to the annual
inspection of all high priority outfalls.

Visual Condition Assessment

Dry weather inspections shall be conducted at every known outfall, in accordance with the General
Permit. It is important that any outfalls that have markers of occasional discharges, including staining,
abnormal vegetation growth, biological growth on pipe surfaces, or structural damage, shall be re-
inspected within 30 days of initial inspection. For any visual observation of pollution in a storm water
outfall discharge, an investigation into the pollution source should be conducted.

Tips for identifying Illicit Discharges:

· Cloudiness is often an indicator of suspended solids such as dust, ash, powdered
chemicals and ground up materials.

· Wherever dry weather flows occur, the inspector shall look for indicators of illicit
discharges, such as odor, turbidity, color, litter, etc.

· Foam is a sign of vehicle washing activities or other illicit discharges.
· Oil sheen can be a result of a leak or spill.
· Color or odor may be an indication of raw materials, chemicals, or sewage.
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· Excessive sediment is often a sign of disturbed earth of other unpaved areas lacking
adequate erosion control measures.

· Sanitary waste and optical enhancers (fluorescent dyes added to laundry detergent and
some toilet paper) are indicators of illicit discharge.

· Orange staining is an indicator of high mineral concentrations.
· Both bacteria and petroleum can create a sheen on the water surface. The source of the

sheen can be differentiated by disturbing it, such as with a pole. A sheen caused by oil
will remain intact and move in a swirl pattern; a sheen caused by bacteria will separate
and appear “blocky”. Bacterial sheen is not a pollutant but should be noted.

Recording Inspections & Data

Related SOP 4. IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet and GIS form Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory /
Sample Collection Field Sheet are tools that shall be used to document observations related to the both
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of any/all flows conveyed by the structure during a dry
period.

Suspected illicit discharges will be tracked regardless of how they are identified (inspection, public
complaint, etc.). Reports shall be given to the SMO upon completion of inspection and suspected illicit
discharges shall promptly be investigated.

v Related SOP: IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet

v GIS Form: Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection Field Sheet

If the presence of an illicit discharge is confirmed, but its source is unidentified, additional procedures to
determine the source of the illicit discharge shall be completed. Additional steps and methods for taking
action to trace, document, and eliminate the illicit discharge are described in subsequent IDDE SOPs.
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1. Stormwater Pollution Prevention & Good Housekeeping

As a New York State MS4, the Town of Ontario is required by the NYSDEC to address, at a minimum,
these points in regard to Stormwater Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping:

v Design and implement an operation and maintenance program to reduce and prevent discharge
of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable from municipal operations and facilities;

v Include a training component in the program on pollution prevention and good housekeeping
techniques in municipal operations;

v Select and implement management practices for pollution prevention and good housekeeping in
municipal operations; and

v Develop measurable goals to ensure the reduction of all pollutants of concern in stormwater
discharges to the maximum extent practicable.

Based on these requirements, below is an overview of the topics that the Town of Ontario will focus on
as a continuous effort to prevent and minimize stormwater pollution and to improve their good
housekeeping practices.

1. Prevent Pollution at its Source

Controlling pollutants at their source and preventing their wider release is more efficient and cost-
effective than removing them from stormwater runoff or other water treatment. Remove or capture
contaminants before stormwater contact; prevent erosion; and provide multiple barriers to pollutant
releases at storage and waste sites. Examples of preventative measures are:

· annual educational mailings to the public on ways to prevent pollution
· animal waste collection and management
· sweeping streets (abrasives removal, litter, organic debris removal)
· secondary containment at storage sites
· revegetating eroding slopes
· early capture of hydrocarbons by pretreatment vaults

2. Manage Clean Water Runoff and Minimize Pollutant Exposure to Clean Water

Prevent clean water runoff and precipitation from contacting potential pollutants and prevent mixing of
clean runoff with polluted water flows.

· maximize infiltration of runoff
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· structural cover of storage sites
· site drainage design/runoff diversion
· roof drainage management

3. Minimize Use of Potential Pollutants

Examine municipal use of all chemicals and other potential pollutants and identify methods of
eliminating, reducing or better targeting their use in municipal operations and facilities (including
alternative products).

· reduced fertilizer use
· reduced or alternative pesticide use
· reduced road salt and abrasives use
· reduced or alternative exterior cleaning product use

4. Plan for Spills and Accidents

Develop spill prevention and response policies and procedures for ALL facilities that use or store
chemicals (not just petroleum). Examples:

· post procedures and emergency contacts
· provide secondary containment
· equip facility to handle any size of spill
· assign responsible person/team for response

5. Practice Preventive Maintenance

Regularly inspect components of stormwater collection, conveyance and treatment system; regularly
inspect machinery, pipes, storage tanks and other equipment for leaks or worn parts; regularly calibrate
application equipment (salts, pesticides, fertilizers); plan for system upgrades and component
replacements and repairs. Examples:

· use of dry cleanup methods rather than washing
· containment of minor leaks and spills with drip pans, absorbent pads
· establish inspection calendar and incorporate into records/data system
· establish equipment maintenance and calibration calendar and incorporate into records/data

system

6. Identify Potential Pollution Sources
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Identify all municipal facilities and operations that could impact stormwater quality; identify potential
pollution sources at each site or for each activity; identify, map and inspect the facility’s stormwater
drainage system. Examples:

· all fueling sites
· all material storage sites, especially those with any outside operations
· all drainage structures and components
· all sites with animal waste concentrations
· pesticide/fertilizer application areas

7. Plan New Facilities to Include Stormwater Pollution Prevention

Include a stormwater pollution prevention component in all new municipal facilities and activities; site
new facilities to minimize waterbody impacts. Examples:

· minimize impervious surfaces
· maintain stream buffers
· infiltrate runoff
· eliminate pollutant exposure
· provide spill containment measures and structural stormwater management practices

8. Improve Data Collection, Mapping, and Records Maintenance

Emphasize improvement of data collection and records maintenance to address higher priority pollution
sources and contaminants; improvement of geographic information; and unification of data
management across all relevant municipal departments and operations. Examples:

· continue using geographic information systems (GIS) into pollution prevention planning
· maintain chemical usage data (pesticides, fertilizers, salts, solvents, etc.)
· maintain inspection, repair, maintenance records
· integrate records maintenance across departments, based on priorities (e.g., pesticide usage)

9. Train Employees

Train employees regarding stormwater pollution and prevention practices; identify emergency contacts
and reporting procedures; seek employee ideas on pollution prevention methods and priorities;

Topics covered include:
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· general education on importance of stormwater pollution control to all employees
· targeted training on policies, procedures and best management practices for maintenance staff
· refresher training and continuing education on routine basis for maintenance staff

10. Improve Communications and Coordination

Emphasize communication and coordination across key Town departments and operations; coordinate
stormwater and pollution prevention activities with county and state agencies, organizations and
institutions; examples include:

· establish a municipal pollution prevention team (public works director, planner engineer,
water/sewer operator, highway, etc.)

· participate in County Water Quality Coordinating Committee (county agencies, etc.)
· participate in statewide organizations (Association of Towns, Conference of Mayors, Cornell

Local Roads Program, etc.)
· work with local educational institutions
· work with Regional Planning Agency for your area
· include stormwater pollution prevention column in municipal newsletter and bulletins
· post informational signs at special project sites
· encourage participation by citizens and businesses in special events such as hazardous waste

collection events or community cleanup days.
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1.A Design and Planning Checklist

This checklist should be completed for EACH project:

Proposed project name:

Proposed project description:

☐ All guidelines from 1. Controlling Erosion and Sediment through Design and Planning have
been followed and completed.

☐ Safety measures, such as berms, sediment barriers, drainage channels, check dams, flumes,
etc. have been implemented into the project design.

☐ The proposed SWPPP mailbox location has been identified.

☐ The erosion and sediment control plans and design are in incompliance with the latest version
of the NYS Standards and Speciation’s for Erosion and Sediment Control “Blue Book”
requirements.

☐ The Town Planning Board, Town Engineer, Stormwater Management Officer, have all reviewed
plans and design for compliance with stormwater management BMPs.
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2. E&SC Pre-Construction Procedures & Requirements

A pre-construction meeting is required and scheduled through the Town Development Office prior to
the start of construction and prior to the issuance of permits.  The Developer, his Contractor and Design
Engineer shall meet with all utility representatives, Town Department Heads, Town Engineer and
project observers to discuss the overall project, its impacts and schedules.  A project construction
sequence shall be presented in writing and discussed at this meeting.

The following are required to be completed prior to having a preconstruction meeting:

1. The Site/Sub Plans are to have final Site/Sub Plan Approval and are to be signed by Planning
Board Chairman.

2. A final SWPPP is to be completed and the MS4 Acceptance Form signed by the Town MS4
Official.

3. All utility companies are to have received a copy of the signed Final Site Plans for review.

4. All agency approvals and/or permits are to be received and forwarded to the Town Development
Office.

5. A Letter of Credit, Bond, or other Surety accepted by the Town Board.

6. All easements, agreements, and districts approved by the Town Board and filed with the County
and Town Clerk.

The following are required to be completed at the preconstruction meeting prior to issuance of a
building permit:

1. The NYSDEC Notice of Intent (NOI) Acknowledgement Letter is to be provided.

2. Owner and Contractor Certification Forms are to be signed and inserted into the Project
SWPPP.

3. A copy of all Erosion and Sediment Control Training Certificates for those Construction Site
Operators identified to be onsite are to be provided and inserted within the project SWPPP.
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2. Tracking Illicit Discharges

A. Identifying and Tracking Illicit Discharges

1. Obtain storm drain mapping for the area of the reported illicit discharge. Refer to GIS database.

2. Review and consider information collected when illicit discharge was initially identified. For
example, the time of day and the weather conditions for the previous 72 hours. Also consider
and review past reports and investigations of similar illicit discharges in the area.

3. Document current conditions at the location of the observed illicit discharge point, including
odors, water appearance, estimated flow, presence of floatables, and other pertinent
information. Photograph relevant evidence.

4. Move upstream from the point of observation to identify the source of the discharge, using the
system mapping to determine infrastructure, tributary pipes, and drainage areas that contribute.
At each point, survey the general area and surrounding properties to identify potential sources
of the illicit discharge. Document observations at each point on SOP 4. IDDE Incident Tracking
Sheet, the GIS form Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection Field Sheet, and
also with photographs.

5. Continue this process until the illicit discharge is no longer observed, which will define the
boundaries of the likely source. For example, if the illicit discharge is present in a catch basin
but not the next upstream catch basin, the source of the illicit discharge is between these two
structures.

6. If the source of the illicit discharge could not be determined by this survey, further investigative
measures should be taken using dye testing, smoke testing, or closed-circuit television
inspection (CCTV) to locate the illicit discharge.

B. Further Tracking Illicit Discharges

v Dye Testing:
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Dye testing is used to confirm a suspected illicit connection to a storm drain system. Prior to
testing, permission to access the site should be obtained. Dye is discharged into the suspected
fixture, and nearby storm drain structures and sanitary sewer manholes observed for presence
of the dye. Each fixture, such as sinks, toilets, and sump pumps, should be tested separately. A
third-party contractor may be required to perform this testing activity.

v Smoke Testing:

Smoke testing is a useful method of locating the source of illicit discharges when there is no
obvious potential source. Smoke testing is an appropriate tracing technique for short sections of
pipe and for pipes with small diameters. Smoke added to the storm drain system will emerge in
connected locations. A third-party contractor may be required to perform this testing activity.

v Closed Circuit Television Inspection (CCTV):

Televised video inspection can be used to locate illicit connections and infiltration from sanitary
sewers. In CCTV, cameras are used to record the interior of the storm drain pipes. They can be
manually pushed with a stiff cable or guided remotely on treads or wheels. A third-party
contractor may be required to perform this testing activity.

If the source is located, follow steps for removing the illicit discharge. Document repairs, new
sanitary sewer connections, and other corrective actions required to accomplish this objective. If
the source still cannot be located, add the pipe segment to a future inspection program.

C. Public Illicit Discharge Reports

Reports by residents and other users of a water body can be effective tools in identifying the
presence of illicit discharges. Many communities have set up phone hotlines for this purpose, or
have provided guidance to local police departments and dispatch centers to manage data
reported in this manner.

Town employees and the general public will receive education (See MCM 1) to help identify the
signs of illicit discharges and should be informed how to report such incidents.

When a call is received about a suspected illicit discharge, related SOP 4. IDDE Incident
Tracking Sheet as well as the GIS form Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection
Field Sheet shall be used to document appropriate information.

Potential illicit discharges reported by citizens should be reviewed on an annual basis to locate
patterns of illicit discharges, identify high-priority catchments, and evaluate the call-in inspection
program.
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2. Training Program Overview

Purpose

Municipalities conduct numerous activities that can pose a threat to water quality if practices and
procedures are not in place to prevent pollutants from entering the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System (MS4). This training program has been established to teach employees about stormwater
management, potential sources of stormwater contaminants in the workplace, and Best Management
Practices (BMPs).

Applicability

In accordance with the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation’s SPDES General
Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4), covered
entities must “…include an employee pollution prevention and good housekeeping training program and
ensure that staff receive and utilize training.”

Employee Training

Municipal employees who are educated about the link between their work and stormwater quality can
assist in reducing the amount of stormwater pollution conveyed into receiving waters.  In order for
municipal pollution prevention and good housekeeping programs to be successful, employees must be
trained in measures to incorporate pollution prevention and good housekeeping practices into their
everyday activities.

Municipal employees shall be provided with specific information about the actions they can take to
prevent or reduce stormwater pollution. Related SOP 3. Training Program Topics presents a range of
training topics that shall be covered for each department of the Town.  If existing employees are
unfamiliar with the requirements of the SPDES Permit, a general training session will be provided to
ensure that all employees are up-to-speed. Going forward, all new hires will be educated on the
SPDES permit and all other relevant topics listed below.

In order to provide appropriate information to employees, the topics below have been listed
corresponding to groups. For example: employees engaged in landscape and park maintenance will be
trained in landscaping techniques that use less fertilizer and pesticides; employees responsible for
maintaining fleet vehicles will be trained in proper management of fuels, oil/water separators, and waste
disposal.

A variety of methods will be used to educate municipal employees about stormwater pollution
prevention and good housekeeping practices, including:

· Brochures
· Workshops
· Employee meetings
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· Training sessions and programs offered through Ontario County Soil and Water Conservation
District and Wayne County Soil and Water Conservation District

· Videos
o “SWPPP for Construction Sites: Ground Control”

This employee training kit is designed to show employees how erosion, sediments and
other potential surface water pollutants are controlled at construction sites. The program
focuses on Best Management Practices (BMPs) that are widely used at most
construction sites including: silt fence, stabilized entrances/exits, drop inlet protectors
and others. The program illustrates how these BMPs work and how they can fail.
Employees are encouraged to promptly report any failing BMPs. By making all
employees "look-outs" for BMP problems, this training program is an important part of
the required BMP maintenance program.

o “Municipal Stormwater Pollution Prevention”
This 20-minute video training kit helps regulated municipalities (Phase I and Phase II)
train their employees as required under their Permit.  The video focuses on BMPs that
are important to many municipal operations such as good housekeeping, spill response,
materials storage and handling, landscape maintenance and street maintenance.
Employees working in fleet maintenance, garages, parks, recreation facilities, street
maintenance and other departments can all benefit from this training video.  The video
also shows employees how to spot potential "illicit discharges" occurring around town.

· Walkthroughs with checklists
· Workplace posters
· Field training programs

An effective program ensures that institutional knowledge about pollution prevention and good
housekeeping practices is maintained over time. Related SOP 4. Training Sign-In Sheet will actively
track each of trainings completed on an annual basis, as well as the municipal staff members who have
attended the trainings.  Tracking this information will ensure the effectiveness of the pollution
prevention and good housekeeping employee training program.
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2.A Pre-Construction Checklist

This checklist should be completed for EACH project:

Proposed project name:

Proposed project description:

Date:

Prior to the pre-construction meeting:

ð The Site/Sub Plans have final Site/Sub Plan Approval and are signed by Planning Board
Chairman.

ð If the disturbance area exceeds five acres, a waiver has been signed by the Town of Ontario and
inserted into the project SWPPP.

ð Final SWPPP has been completed and the MS4 Acceptance Form has been signed by the Town
MS4 Official.

ð All utility companies have received a copy of the signed Final Site Plans for review.

ð All agency approvals and/or permits have been received and forwarded to the Town Development
Office.

ð A Letter of Credit, Bond, or other Surety has been accepted by the Town Board.

ð All easements, agreements, and districts have been approved by the Town Board and filed with
the County and Town Clerk.

At the pre-construction meeting:

ð The NYSDEC Notice of Intent (NOI) Acknowledgement Letter has been provided.

ð Owner and Contractor Certification Forms have been signed and inserted into the Project
SWPPP.

ð A copy of all Erosion and Sediment Control Training Certificates for those Construction Site
Operators identified to be onsite have been provided, inserted into the project SWPPP, and the
“Construction Site Inventory and Training Log” Excel spreadsheet has been updated.
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3. Controlling Erosion and Sediment on Construction Sites

During the construction phase, it is important to inspect active sites regularly to ensure that practices
are consistent with approved site plans and the site’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
and/or any other regulatory requirements, as required by the municipality’s legal authority. The
following guidelines (at a minimum) apply. See also related document Stormwater Site Observation
Report for full inspection checklist and report.

1. The project SWPPP and NYSDEC NOI Acknowledgement Letter has been received and are
located onsite in a mark mailbox at an approved location.

2. All construction site operators are required to have received Erosion and Sediment Control
Training prior to working on site. See related document ‘Construction Site Inventory and
Training Log’ Excel spreadsheet for actively updated log of all active construction sites. This
log also keeps record of each site operator, their Erosion and Sediment Control Training status,
and training certificate identification numbers.

3. A copy of all Erosion and Sediment Control Training Certificates for those Construction Site
Operators identified to be onsite are to be provided and inserted within the project SWPPP.

4. In the approved project SWPPP, the contractor shall clearly identify the party responsible for
maintaining erosion and sediment control devices by complete the Owner and Contractor
Certification Forms.

5. Erosion and sediment control features including stabilized construction entrance and perimeter
silt fencing are to be installed before initiating activities that remove vegetated cover or
otherwise disturb the site. These shall be installed consistent with the approved site plans and
with manufacturer’s instructions.

6. Erosion and sediment control measures shall be inspected by the contractor regularly, and
maintained as needed to ensure proper function.

7. A SWPPP inspection of the project site, stormwater facilities, and erosion and sediment control
measures shall be completed by a Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment Control
(CPESC), a licensed Professional Engineer, or a Certified Erosion and Sediment Control
Trained individual identified by the owner of the permit.

8. All SWPPP Inspections are to be completed using the Town of Ontario’s Stormwater Site
Observation Report form in compliance with the NYS General Permit requirements and shall be
completed once per week (every 7 days) for as long as the project is over 1-acre of disturbance
and twice a week when the project is over 5-acres of disturbance.
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9. A 5-acre waiver is required when the project proposed to disturb more than 5-acres at one time.
Prior to this disturbance taking place, a waiver from the Town of Ontario is required to be
provided.  The request and the 5-acre waiver is to be inserted into the project SWPPP and kept
onsite.

10. An inspection by the Town of Ontario should be completed of active construction sites every
month, at a minimum, to check the status of erosion and sedimentation controls.

11. Existing vegetation should be maintained on site as long as possible. The limits of disturbance
boundary identified on the approved plans should be altered in the field unless authorized by the
Town of Ontario.

12. Construction should proceed progressively and as per the approved sequence of construction
on the site in order to minimize exposed soil, and disturbed areas should be restored as soon as
possible after work has been completed.

13. Stockpiles shall be stabilized by seeding or mulching if they are to remain for more than two
weeks.

14. Disturbed areas shall be protected from stormwater runoff by using protective Best
Management Practices (BMPs).

15. Clean water shall be diverted away from disturbed areas on construction sites to prevent
erosion and sedimentation.

16. Sediment traps and sediment barriers should be cleaned out regularly to reduce clogging and
maintain design function.

17. Vegetated and wooded buffers shall be protected.

18. Vegetation shall be allowed to establish before introducing flows to channels.

19. Soils shall be stabilized by mulching and/or seeding when they would be exposed for more than
one week during the dry season or more than two days during the rainy season.

20. Regular light watering shall be used for dust control, as this is more effective than infrequent
heavy watering.

21. Excessive soil compaction with heavy machinery shall be avoided, to the extent possible.

22. Construction activities during months with higher runoff rates shall be limited, to the extent
possible.
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Related documents:

Construction Site Inventory and Training Log – Excel Spreadsheet

4. Stormwater Site Observation Report - Form
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3. Sampling

The Town may either use in-house services to conduct sampling, or contract this portion of the
inspection to a certified laboratory.  If the sampling is conducted by Town employees, sampling shall be
done with field test kits and field instrumentation that is sensitive enough to detect the parameter below
the action level. Standard procedures and parameters, as defined by the General Permit, are as
follows:

§ Do not eat, drink or smoke during sample collection and processing.

§ Do not collect or process samples near a running vehicle

§ Do not park vehicles in the immediate sample collection area, including both running and non-
running vehicles.

§ Always wear clean, powder-free nitrile gloves when handling sample containers and lids.

§ Never touch the inside surface of a sample container or lid, even with gloved hands.

§ Never allow the inner surface of a sample container or lid to be contacted by any material other
than the sample water.

§ Collect samples while facing upstream and so as not to disturb water or sediments in the outfall
pipe or ditch.

§ Do not overfill sample containers, and do not dump out any liquid in them. Liquids are often
added to sample containers intentionally by the analytical laboratory as a preservative or for pH
adjustment.

§ Slowly lower the bottle into the water to avoid bottom disturbance and stirring up sediment.

§ Do not allow any object or material to fall into or contact the collected water sample.

§ Do not allow rainwater to drip from rain gear or other surfaces into sample containers.

§ Replace and tighten sample container lids immediately after sample collection.

§ Accurately label the sample with the time and location.
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§ Document on the related SOP 4. IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet as well as the GIS form that
analytical samples were collected, specify parameters, and note the sample time on the
Inspection Survey. This creates a reference point for samples.

§ Upon completion of successful sample collection, the samples may be sent or delivered to an
appropriate laboratory for analytical testing. Quality control and assurance are important to
ensuring accurate analytical test results.  Sample preservation is required to prevent
contaminate degradation between sampling and analysis, and holding time should be
minimized. Prompt laboratory analysis allows the laboratory to review the data and if analytical
problems are found, re-analyze the affected samples within the holding times.

§ Chain of custody forms are designed to provide sample submittal information and document
transfers of sample custody. The forms are typically provided by the laboratory and must be
completed by the field sampling personnel for each sample submitted to the lab for analysis.
The document must be signed by both the person releasing the sample and the person
receiving the sample every time the sample changes hands. The sampling personnel shall keep
one copy of the form and send the remaining copies to the laboratory with the samples. Custody
seals, which are dated, signed and affixed to the sample container, may be used if the samples
are shipped in a cooler via courier or commercial overnight shipping.
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3. Training Program Topics

Municipal
Operation

Employees Topics /
Procedures

Taught by Availability Frequency
of Training

Hotspot
Facility
Management

- SMO
- Highway

Superintendent
- Water Utilities

Superintendent
- WTP Operator
- WWTP

Operator
- Highway

Foreman

- Vehicle
maintenance
and repair

- Vehicle
washing

- Materials
loading and
unloading

- Spill
prevention
and response

- Dumpster
management

- Building repair
and
maintenance

- Oil/grease
trap
maintenance

- Infiltration

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3-5
years, prior
to
expiration

Municipal
Stormwater
Pollution
Prevention

- SMO
- Highway

Superintendent
- Water Utilities

Superintendent
- WTP Operator
- WWTP

Operator

- BMPs

- Good
housekeeping

- Spill response

- Materials

Ontario-
Wayne
Stormwater
Coalition

· ASAP
upon hire
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- Highway
Foreman

- Park Director
- Water Foreman
- Work crews

(Highway,
Water, and
Parks)

storage and
handling

- Landscape
maintenance

- Street
Maintenance

- Fleet
Maintenance

- Illicit
discharge
spotting

Construction
Site
Stormwater
Runoff
control

- CEO
- SMO
- Highway

Foreman
- Water Utilities

Forman
- Work Crew

- NYSDEC
4-Hour
Course

NYSDEC NYSDEC
website
posts
calendar
for training
dates

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3
years, prior
to
expiration

E&SC BMP
Installation &
Maintenance

- CEO
- SMO
- Highway

Foreman
- Water Utilities

Forman
- Work Crew
- Planning Board

- BMPs
regarding on-
site
construction,
such as silt-
fences, drop
inlet
protectors,
etc.

Ontario-
Wayne
Stormwater
Coalition

· ASAP
upon hire

Post-
Construction
Stormwater
Management

- SMO
- Highway

Superintendent
- Highway

foreman
- Work Crew

- Post-
Construction
Stormwater
BMP
maintenance

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP upon
hire

· Every 3-5
years, or
prior to
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expiration

Street Repair
and
Maintenance

- Highway
Superintendent

- Highway
Foreman

- Highway Work
Crew

- Road
maintenance

- Winter road
maintenance

- Chemical
handling and
application

- Spill
prevention
and response

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3-5
years, or
prior to
expiration

Storm Drain
Maintenance

- Highway
Superintendent

- Highway
Foreman

- Work Crew

- Storm drain
maintenance

- Materials
disposal

- Vacuum truck
maintenance

- Spill
prevention
and response

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3-5
years, or
prior to
expiration

Park and
Landscape
Maintenance

- Parks Director
- Parks Work

Crew

- Chemical
handling and
application

- No-mow
areas

- Spill
prevention
and response

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3-5
years, or
prior to
expiration
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Illicit
Discharge
Detection and
Elimination

- Water Utilities
Superintendent

- Water Utilities
Foreman

- WWTP
Operator

- Detecting illicit
discharges

- Reporting
illicit
discharges

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3-5
years, or
prior to
expiration

General
Stormwater
Awareness

- SMO
- CEO
- Highway

Superintendent
- Water Utilities

Superintendent
- Highway

foreman
- Water Utilities

Foreman
- WTP Operator
- WWTP

Operator
- Parks Director
- Planning Board

Officials
- All work crews
- Vehicle and

equipment
operators

- MS4 program
requirements
including
minimum
control
measures

- Goal of MS4
programs

- Principles of
stormwater
management
and
maintenance

· Town of
Ontario

· ASAP
upon hire

· Every 3-5
years, or
prior to
expiration
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4. IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet

1. Tracking identification number:

2. Outfall ID:

3. Date illicit discharge was detected:

4. How was illicit discharge detected?

5. Date source was identified:

6. Source of illicit discharge:

7. Date illicit discharge was eliminated:

8. Method of elimination:

9. Enforcement actions taken:

10.Additional notes:
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White – File Yellow – Owner/Operator Pink - Contractor

4. Stormwater Site Observation Report
ð Weekly ð Bi-Weekly ð Monthly ð Follow-up Other: ________

Project Name:  _________________________________________ Inspector: _____________________________________

Permit#:________________Date: ___________  Time: _________ Weather: __________  Soil Conditions: ð Wet ð Dry

Approximate Area Opened:    __________________ AC + Has a 5-Acre Waiver Been Issued: ð Yes ð No ð NA

Contractor: __________________ Contractor’s Representative: ________________________ Reviewed On Site: ð Yes ð No

· Are the adjacent properties negatively impacted by the proposed construction? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· At the discharge points of the site, are there traces of turbidity or sedimentation leaving the site? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· At the natural surface waterbodies located within or immediately adjacent to the project, is ð Yes ð No ð NA
there evidence of impacts from the project construction?

· Are the public roads and site access roads being kept clean of mud and debris? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Is construction site litter and debris being properly managed? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Have all necessary erosion and sediment control measures been installed? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Are the installed erosion and sediment control measures functioning properly? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Are additional erosion control measures needed? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Are there areas disturbed that should be stabilized? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Are soil stockpiles in appropriate locations, properly stabilized, and/or protected? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· Have temporary stabilization measures, no longer needed, been removed? ð Yes ð No ð NA

· In regard to stormwater management, is the Contractor generally following the approved ð Yes ð No ð NA
plans and sequence of construction?

· Have deficiencies been identified with the constructed post-construction stormwater practices? ð Yes ð No ð NA

Comments:_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ÿ See Attached Sketch (if applicable) ÿ See Attached Photographs (if applicable) ÿ Mailbox up-to-date

Are corrective actions required within 24 hours? ÿ Yes ÿ No

Signature: ______________________________________ SWT#____________________ Date: _______________
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4. Training Sign-In Sheet

List the names of each employee required to attend training in the Municipal Employee Name  column
of the table below. Trainees that do not attend shall reschedule the required training with their
supervisor.

Title:

Taught by (Name, Affiliation):

Training Date:

Municipal Employee Name Employee Department Municipal Employee Signature
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5. Catch Basin Inspection and Cleaning

Introduction

Catch basins help minimize flooding and protect water quality by removing trash, sediment, decaying
debris, and other solids from storm water runoff. These materials are retained in a sump below the
invert of the outlet pipe. Catch basin cleaning reduces foul odors, prevents clogs in the storm drain
system, and reduces the loading of suspended solids, nutrients, and bacteria to receiving waters.
During regular cleaning and inspection procedures, data can be gathered related to the condition of the
physical basin structure; its frame and grate, and the quality of storm water conveyed by the structure.
Observations such as the following can indicate sources of pollution within the storm drain system:

• Oil sheen

• Discoloration

• Trash and debris

Both bacteria and petroleum can create a sheen on the water surface. The source of the sheen can be
differentiated by disturbing it, such as with a pole. A sheen caused by oil will remain intact and move in
a swirl pattern; a sheen caused by bacteria will separate and appear “blocky”. Bacterial sheen is not a
pollutant but should be noted.

Observations such as the following can indicate a potential connection of a sanitary sewer to the storm
drain system, which is an illicit discharge.

• Indications of sanitary sewage, including fecal matter or sewage odors

• Foaming, such as from detergent

• Optical enhancers, fluorescent dye added to laundry detergent

Each catch basin should be cleaned and inspected at least annually. Catch basins in high-use areas
may require more frequent cleaning. Performing street sweeping on an appropriate schedule will
reduce the amount of sediment, debris, and organic matter entering the catch basins, which will in turn
reduce the frequency with which structures need to be cleaned.

Cleaning Procedure

Catch basin inspection cleaning procedures should address both the grate opening and the basin’s
sump. Document any and all observations about the condition of the catch basin structure and water
quality on the related GIS form Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection Field Sheet.
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Catch basin inspection and cleaning procedures include the following:

1. Work upstream to downstream.

2. Clean sediment and trash off grate.

3. Visually inspect the outside of the grate.

4. Visually inspect the inside of the catch basin to determine cleaning needs.

5. Inspect catch basin for structural integrity.

6. Determine the most appropriate equipment and method for cleaning each catch basin.

a. Manually use a shovel to remove accumulated sediments, or

b. Use a bucket loader to remove accumulated sediments, or

c. Use a high pressure washer to clean any remaining material out of catch basin while
capturing the slurry with a vacuum.

d. If necessary, after the catch basin is clean, use the rodder of the vacuum truck to
clean downstream pipe and pull back sediment that might have entered downstream
pipe.

7. If contamination is suspected, chemical analysis will be required to determine if the materials
Chemical analysis required will depend on suspected contaminants. Note the identification
number of the catch basin on the sample label, and note sample collection on the GIS form
Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory / Sample Collection Field Sheet.

8. Properly dispose of collected sediments. See following section for guidance.

9. If fluids collected during catch basin cleaning are not being handled and disposed of by a
third party, dispose of these fluids to a sanitary sewer system, with permission of the system
operator.

10. If illicit discharges are observed or suspected, notify the SMO as soon as possible.

11. At the end of each day, document location and number of catch basins cleaned, amount of
waste collected, and disposal method for all screenings.
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12. Report additional maintenance or repair needs to the appropriate Department.

Disposal of Screenings

Catch basin cleanings from stormwater-only drainage systems may be disposed at any landfill that is
permitted by NYS DEC to accept solid waste. NYS DEC does not routinely require stormwater-only
catch basin cleanings to be tested before disposal, unless there is evidence that they have been
contaminated by a spill or some other means.

Screenings may need to be placed in a drying bed to allow water to evaporate before proper disposal.
In this case, ensure that the screenings are managed to prevent pollution.
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5. Self-Assessment Checklist

The purpose of this checklist is to clearly identify areas relating to Stormwater Pollution Prevention and
Good Housekeeping that may be in need of attention. It shall be used as a means to evaluate the
status of policies and procedures, staffing, condition and need of equipment, and communication
between the Town and other agencies.

1. Status of Policies and Procedures
§ Established?

§ Format (document type, if any)?

§ Latest revision or review?

§ Content: For each municipal operation category in Tables 3.1 to 3.8, all relevant key items listed

under policies and procedures currently addressed?

2. Staff
§ Number of staff (with significant roles in municipal operations for each category)?

§ Percent of staff receiving training in pollution prevention, good housekeeping and stormwater

management?

§ Percent of staff trained in existing policies and procedures?

3. Equipment
§ Adequacy: are upgrades or new equipment needed?

§ Proper maintenance schedules implemented?

4. Coordination/Collaboration
§ Are policies consistent across municipal departments? (e.g. pesticide use in different

operations, recycling, etc.)

§ Are county, regional or state agencies consulted or involved in municipal pollution prevention

and good housekeeping efforts?
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§ Are community groups and citizens involved either through volunteer assistance, advisory roles,

or outreach and education?
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5. Violation Procedures

In the case that any violations are found during a stormwater site inspection, the Town of Ontario shall
refer to the Town Code, as well as the Williamson Law Book when following Violation Procedures. As
stated in the Town Code, Chapter 116-9 Stormwater Management, Inspections by the SMO;
guarantees; recordkeeping., part A.(1)(b):

“If any violations are found, the applicant and developer shall be notified in writing of the nature
of the violation and the required corrective actions. No further work shall be conducted except
for site stabilization until any violations are corrected and all work previously completed has
received approval by the SMO.”

The Town Code further elaborates on violation procedures in Chapter 116-10 Stormwater
Management, Enforcement; penalties for offenses.:

1. Notice of violation - when the SMO determines that a land development activity is not being
carried out in accordance with the requirements of this chapter, the SMO may issue a written
notice of violation to the landowner, applicant and/or developer. The notice of violation shall
contain:

(a) The name and address of the landowner, developer and/or applicant;

(b) The address, when available, or a description of the building, structure or land upon which
the violation is occurring;

(c) A statement specifying the nature of the violation;

(d) A description of the remedial measures necessary to bring the land development activity into
compliance with this chapter and a time schedule for the completion of such remedial action;
and

(e) A statement of the penalty or penalties that shall or may be assessed against the person to
whom the notice of violation is directed.

2. Stop-work orders - the SMO may issue a stop-work order for violations of this chapter. Persons
receiving a stop-work order shall be required to halt all land development activities, except those
activities that address the violations leading to the stop-work order. The stop-work order shall be
in effect until the SMO confirms that the land development activity is in compliance and the
violation has been satisfactorily addressed. Failure to address a stop-work order in a timely
manner may result in civil, criminal, or monetary penalties in accordance with the enforcement
measures authorized in this chapter.
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3. Violations - any land development activity that is commenced or is conducted contrary to this
chapter may be restrained by injunction or otherwise abated in a manner provided by law in an
action authorized by the Town Board in State Supreme Court. Further, the SMO may issue
appearance tickets for violations of this chapter.

4. Penalties - in addition to or as an alternative to any penalty provided in this chapter or by law,
any person who violates the provisions of this chapter shall be guilty of a violation punishable by
a fine not exceeding $350 or imprisonment for a period not to exceed six months, or both for
conviction of a first offense; for conviction of a second offense, both of which were committed
within a period of five years, punishable by a fine not less than $350 nor more than $700 or
imprisonment for a period not to exceed six months, or both; and upon conviction for a third or
subsequent offense, all of which were committed within a period of five years, punishable by a
fine not less than $700 nor more than $1,000 or imprisonment for a period not to exceed six
months, or both. However, for the purposes of conferring jurisdiction upon courts and judicial
officers generally, violations of this chapter shall be deemed misdemeanors, and for such
purpose only, all provisions of law relating to misdemeanors shall apply to such violations. Each
week's continued violation shall constitute a separate additional violation.

5. Withholding of certificate of occupancy - if a land development activity is conducted in violation
of this chapter, the SMO may prevent the occupancy of said building or land, and the Code
Enforcement Officer may refuse to issue or may condition a certificate of occupancy or
certificate of compliance pursuant to Chapter 80 of the Town Code.

6. Restoration of lands - any violator may be required to restore land to its undisturbed condition.
In the event that restoration is not undertaken within a reasonable time after notice, the Town
may take necessary corrective action, the cost of which shall become a lien upon the property
until paid.
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6. Training Expiration Notification

To: (Contractor / Subcontractor)

From: Town of Ontario, Building Department

Re: (Project Name and Location)

The Town of Ontario is notifying you that based upon our records, your NYSDEC Erosion and
Sediment Control training certification will be expiring on . Please be sure to have
renewed your certification and provided us with a copy of your renewed training ID card by this date so
that you may continue working as on site as scheduled.

If you have any questions or concerns or would like clarification or discussion of this information, please
contact at .

c. File
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6. Spill Response & Cleanup

Municipalities are responsible for any contaminant spill or release that occurs on property they own or
operate. Particular areas of concern include any facilities that use or store chemicals, fuel oil or
hazardous waste, including schools, garages, DPW/DOT yards, and landfills. Implementation of proper
spill response and cleanup procedures can help to mitigate the effects of a contaminant release.

Responding to a Spill

In the event of a spill, follow these spill response and cleanup procedures:

1. Notify a member of the facility’s Pollution Prevention Team, the facility supervisor, and/or the facility
safety officer.

2. Assess the contaminant release site for potential safety issues and for direction of flow.

3. With proper training and personal protective equipment, complete the following:

a. Stop the contaminant release.

b. Contain the contaminant release through the use of spill containment berms or absorbents

c. Protect all drains and/or catch basins with the use of absorbents, booms, berms or drain covers.

d. Clean up the spill.

e. Dispose of all contaminated products in accordance with applicable federal, state and local
regulations.

i. Products contaminated with petroleum shall be handled and disposed of according to
latest NYS DEC guidelines.

ii. Waste oil contaminated products:

1. Perform the “one drop” test to ensure absorbents do not contain enough oil to be
considered hazardous. Wring absorbents through a paint filter. If doing so does not
generate one drop of oil, the materials are not hazardous.

2. If absorbents pass the “one drop” test they may be discarded in the trash, unless
contaminated with another hazardous waste.

a. It is acceptable to mix the following fluids and handle them as waste oil:
i. Waste Motor Oil
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ii. Hydraulic Fluid
iii. Power Steering Fluid
iv. Transmission Fluid
v. Brake Fluid
vi. Gear Oil

b. Do not mix the following materials with waste oil, store each separately:
i. Gasoline
ii. Antifreeze
iii. Brake and Carburetor Cleaners
iv. Cleaning Solvents
v. Other Hazardous Wastes.

3. If absorbents do not pass the “one drop” test they should be placed in separate
metal containers with tight fittings lids, labeled “Oily Waste Absorbents Only”.

4. If you need assistance containing and/or cleaning up the spill, or preventing it from
discharging to a surface water (or an engineered storm drain system), contact your
local fire department. In the case of an emergency call 911. A complete list of
Ontario and Wayne County Fire Departments is contained in the appendix to this
document.

v Region 8 DEC Spill Response Unit must be contacted (585-226-5433) if a hazardous waste spill
is detected.  All petroleum spills that occur within New York State must be reported to the NYS
Spill Hotline (1-800-457-7362) within 2 hours of discovery except spills which meet all of the
following criteria:

1. The quantity is known to be less than 5 gallons.
2. The spill is contained and under the control of the spiller.
3. The spill has not and will not reach the state’s water or any land.
4. The spill is cleaned up within 2 hours of discovery.

A spill is considered to have not impacted land if it occurs on a paved surface such as asphalt or
concrete. A spill in dirt or gravel parking lot is considered to have impacted land and is reportable.
Consider also whether the spill may have occurred on areas of pervious pavement.

National Response Center (1-800-424-8802) The National Response Center is the sole federal point for
reporting all hazardous substances releases and oil spills that trigger federal notification requirements
under several laws. For information on EPA Discharge of Oil Regulations, see EPA website.
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Procedures for Reporting Spill Response
When contacting emergency response personnel or a regulatory agency, or when reporting the
contaminant release, be prepared to provide the following information:

1. Your name and the phone number you are calling from.

2. The exact address and location of the contaminant release.

3. Specifics of release, including:

a. What was released
b. How much was released, which may include:

i. Pounds .
ii. Gallons
iii. Number of containers.

4. Where was the release sent/what was contaminated, addressing:
a. Pavement
b. Soil
c. Drains
d. Catch Basins
e. Water Bodies
f. Public Street
g. Public Sidewalk

5. The concentration of the released contaminant.

6. What/who caused the release.

7. Is the release being contained and/or cleaned up, or is the response complete?

8. Type and amount of petroleum stored on site, if any.

9. Characteristics of contaminant container, including:
a. Tanks
b. Pipes
c. Valves.

Maintenance and Prevention Guidance

Prevention of spills is preferable to even the best response and cleanup. To mitigate the effects of a
contaminant release, provide proper maintenance and inspection at each facility.
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To protect against contaminant release adhere to the following guidance:

1. Ensure all employees are properly trained to respond in the case of a spill, understand the nature
and properties of the contaminant and understand the spill control materials and personnel safety
equipment. Maintain training records of current personnel on site and retain training records of
former personnel for at least three years from the date last worked at the facility.

2. Provide yearly maintenance and inspection at all municipal facilities, paying particular attention to
underground storage tanks. Maintain maintenance and inspection records on site.

3. Implement good management practices where chemicals and hazardous wastes are stored.

a. Ensure storage in closed containers inside a building and on an impervious surface.
b. If storage cannot be provided inside, ensure secondary containment for 110 percent of

the maximum volume of the storage container.
c. Locate storage areas near maintenance areas to decrease the distance required for

transfer.
d. Provide accurate labels, MSDS information and warnings for all stored materials.
e. Regularly inspect storage areas for leaks.
f. Ensure secure storage locations, preventing access by untrained or unauthorized

persons.
g. Maintain accurate records of stored materials.

4. Replace traditional hazardous materials such as pesticides and cleansers with non-hazardous
products such as bio-lubricants which can reduce response costs in the case of a spill.

5. Maintain an Oil and Grease Spill Response Kit with the following materials, at a minimum, at each
facility:

a. 6.5 gallon bucket with screw top lid and handle
b. 10 gallons of sand
c. 200 pounds of quick-drying absorbent
d. Drain covers
e. Spill containment berms
f. (4) 3’ absorbent socks
g. (16) 16” x 18” absorbent pads
h. Goggles
i. Nitrile gloves
j. Disposable bags to dispose of used materials
k. Laminated contacts list including the following names and numbers:
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7. Fuel and Oil Handling Procedures

Spills, leaks, and overfilling can occur during handling of fuels and petroleum-based materials, even
in small volumes, representing a potential source of stormwater pollution. This Standard Operating
Procedure addresses a variety of ways by which fuels and petroleum-based materials can be
delivered, as well as steps to be taken when petroleum products (such as waste oil) are loaded onto
vehicles for offsite disposal or recycling. Delivery, unloading, and loading of waste oils are hereafter
referred to as “handling”.

For all manners of fuel and oil handling described below, a member of the facility’s Pollution
Prevention Team (or another knowledgeable person familiar with the facility) shall be present during
handling procedures.

This person shall ensure that the following are observed:

1. There is no smoking while fuel handling is in process or underway.

2. Sources of flame are kept away while fuel handling is being completed. This includes
smoking, lighting matches, carrying any flame, or carrying a lighted cigar, pipe, or
cigarette.

3. The delivery vehicle’s hand brake is set and wheels are chocked while the activity is
being completed.

4. Catch basins and drain manholes are adequately protected.

5. No tools are to be used that could damage fuel or oil containers or the delivery vehicle.

6. No flammable liquid shall be unloaded from any motor vehicle while the engine is operating,
unless the engine of the motor vehicle is required to be used for the operation of a pump.

7. Local traffic does not interfere with fuel transfer operations.

8. The attending persons should watch for any leaks or spills

a. Any small leaks or spills should be immediately stopped, and spilled
materials absorbed and disposed of properly. Refer to SOP 6. Spill
Response and Cleanup for examples of spill cleanup and response
materials.
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b. In the event of a large spill or one that discharges to surface waters or an
engineered storm drain system, the facility representative shall activate the
facility’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and report the incident as
specified within.

Delivery by Bulk (Tanker) Truck

Procedures for the delivery of bulk fuel shall include the following:

1. The truck driver shall check in with the facility upon arrival.

2. The facility representative shall ensure that the appropriate spill cleanup and response
equipment and personal protective equipment are readily available and easily accessible. Refer
to SOP 6. Spill Response and Cleanup, for examples of spill cleanup and response materials.

3. The facility representative shall check to ensure that the amount of delivery does not exceed the
available capacity of the tank.

a. A level gauge can be used to verify the level in the tank

b. If a level gauge is not functioning or is not present on the tank, the tank should be stick
tested prior to filling.

4. The truck driver and the facility representative shall both remain with the vehicle during the
delivery process.

5. The truck driver and the facility representative shall inspect all visible lines, connections, and
valves for leaks.

6. When delivery is complete and the hoses are removed, buckets should be placed
underneath connection points to catch drippings.

7. The delivery vehicle shall be inspected prior to departure to ensure that the hose is
disconnected from the tank.

8. The facility representative shall inspect the fuel tank to verify that no leaks have occurred, or that
any leaked or spilled material has been cleaned and disposed of properly.

9. The facility representative shall gauge tank levels to ensure that the proper amount of fuel is
delivered, and collect a receipt from the truck driver.
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Delivery of Drummed Materials

Drummed materials may include motor oil, hydraulic fluid, transmission fluid, or waste oil from another
facility (as approved). Procedures for the delivery of drummed materials shall include the following:

1. The truck driver shall check in with the facility upon arrival.

2. The facility representative shall ensure that the appropriate spill cleanup and response
equipment and personal protective equipment are readily available and easily accessible. Refer
to SOP 6. Spill Response and Cleanup Procedures for examples of spill cleanup and response
materials.

3. The facility representative shall closely examine the shipment for damaged drums.

a. If damaged drums are found, they shall be closely inspected for leaks or punctures.

b. Breached drums should be removed to a dry, well-ventilated area and the contents
transferred to other suitable containers.

c. Drums shall be disposed of in accordance with all applicable regulations.

4. Drummed materials shall not be unloaded outdoors during wet weather events.

5. The truck driver and the facility representative shall both remain with the vehicle during the
delivery process.

6. Drums shall be handled and unloaded carefully to prevent damage.

7. Upon completion of unloading, the facility representative shall inspect the unloading point and
the drums to verify that no leaks have occurred, that any leaked or spilled material has been
cleaned up and disposed of properly, and that the unloaded drums are not leaking.

8. The facility representative shall check to ensure that the proper amount of fuel is delivered, and
collect a receipt from the truck driver.

Removal of Waste Oil from the Facility

When waste oil or similar oil products need to be removed from the premises, only haulers certified to
transport waste oil should be utilized. Procedures for the draining of bulk oil tanks shall include the
following:
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1. The disposal truck driver shall check in with the facility upon arrival.

2. The facility representative shall ensure that the appropriate spill cleanup and response
equipment and personal protective equipment are readily available and easily accessible. Refer
to SOP 6. Spill Response and Cleanup Procedures for examples of spill cleanup and response
materials.

3. The facility representative shall verify that the volume of waste oil in the tank does not
exceed the available capacity of the disposal hauler’s vehicle.

4. The truck driver and the facility representative shall both remain with the vehicle during the
tank draining process.

5. When draining is complete and the hoses are removed, buckets should be placed
underneath connection points to catch drippings.

6. The disposal hauler vehicle shall be inspected prior to departure to ensure that the hose is
disconnected from the tank.

7. The facility representative shall inspect the loading point and the tank to verify that no leaks have
occurred, or that any leaked or spilled material has been cleaned up and disposed of properly.

8. The facility representative shall collect a receipt from the truck driver.
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7. Project Closeout Procedures & Requirements

1. Final Inspection
Prior to authorizing the Notice of Termination (NOT), a final inspection is to be completed by the
Town of Ontario with the contractor to ensure that all of the construction is completed per the
approved plans, the site is fully stabilized, and all post-construction control measures are
operational.

2. Easements & Agreements

All easement and right-of-way descriptions, maps, deed(s), and stormwater maintenance
agreements are to be provided to the Town of Ontario, reviewed, and approved by the Town and
accepted by the Town Board.

3. Record Drawing Requirements
The Record Drawings and the digital information (GIS) in the approved format acceptable to the
Town of Ontario is to be provided for review and approval.  All stormwater management facilities
are to be surveyed and in compliance with the approved plans.

4. Notice of Termination (NOT)
The Notice of Termination (NOT) is to be completed by the owner of the permit and forwarded to
the Town of Ontario for approval.  Prior to submission to the NYSDEC, the NOT is to be signed and
approved by the Town MS4 Official.
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8. Oil Water Separator Maintenance

Oil/water separators (OWS), also known as gas/oil separators, are structural devices intended
to provide pretreatment of floor drain water from industrial and garage facilities. An OWS
allows oils (and substances lighter than water) to be intercepted and removed for disposal
before entering the sanitary sewer system. Substances heavier than water settle into sludge at
the bottom of the unit. The remaining water passes through the unit into the sanitary sewer
system.

OWS units are generally required where petroleum-based products, wastes containing
petroleum, or oily and/or flammable materials are used, produced, or stored. OWS units should
not be used to manage stormwater or flow from vehicle washing facilities. High flow rates
through an OWS will reduce the structure’s ability to separate materials. Detergents and
solvents can emulsify oil and grease, allowing the particles to enter the sewer, so these should
not be disposed of in drains entering the OWS.

General OWS Maintenance Requirements

1. Each OWS at a facility may receive different materials in different quantities, so the
cleanout schedule may not be the same for every OWS at a facility.

2. Employees performing inspections of an OWS must be properly trained and be
familiar with the maintenance of that specific structure, since function can vary
based on design. Third-party firms may be utilized to perform quarterly inspections.

3. Do not drain petroleum, oil, or lubricants directly to an OWS. The structures are
designed to manage these materials at low and medium concentrations in sanitary
sewage, not as slug loads.

4. Do not drain antifreeze, degreasers, detergents, fuels, alcohols, solvents, coolant, or
paint to the OWS.

5. Separator compartment covers should be tightly sealed to ensure floor drainage only
enters the first compartment of the OWS.

6. Drains should be kept free of debris and sediment to the maximum extent
practicable.
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7. Spill cleanup materials should be maintained in the area served by the OWS. For
more information on spill cleanup and response materials, refer to SOP 6. Spill
Response and Cleanup. Daily inspection of an OWS should include a visual
examination of the area served by the OWS for evidence of spills or leaks.

Weekly inspections of an OWS should include the following:

1. Visually examine the area served by the OWS for evidence of spills or leaks.

2. Inspect the point of discharge (i.e., sewer manhole) for evidence of petroleum
bypassing the OWS.

3. Inspect drains for any signs of unauthorized substances entering the OWS.

4. Examine the OWS for signs of leaks or any malfunction.

Quarterly inspections of an OWS should include the following:

1. Complete tasks noted as appropriate for daily and weekly inspection.

2. Complete the Quarterly OWS Inspection Checklist, attached, during the inspection.

3. Take the following measurements to benchmark function of the OWS:

a. Distance from rim of access cover to bottom of structure

b. Distance from rim of access cover to top of sludge layer

c. Depth of sludge layer (C = A – B)

d. Distance from rim of access cover to the oil/water interface

e. Distance from rim of access cover to the top of the liquid surface

f. Depth of oil layer (F = D – E)
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OWS Cleaning Procedures

Cleaning of the OWS is required when there has been a spill to the OWS that exceeds ten
gallons of oil, one gallon of detergent or solvent, or any material prohibited by the owner of the
sanitary sewer. Cleaning is also required when the levels of accumulated sludge and/or oil
meet the manufacturer’s recommended levels for cleaning. This will vary based on the
manufacturer of the OWS.

If the manufacturer’s recommendations are unknown, the following guidelines are appropriate
for determining when to clean:

1. When sludge accumulates to 25% of the wetted height of the separator compartment;
or

2. When oil accumulates to 5% of the wetted height of the separator compartment;
or

3. When 75% of the retention capacity of the OWS is filled.

Cleaning should be performed a minimum of once per year. When cleaning is required, it shall
be performed by licensed OWS maintenance companies. Materials removed from the OWS
must be legally and properly disposed.

Documentation of Cleaning and Service

The operator of the premises where the OWS is located shall maintain a log describing the
date and type of all inspections, service and maintenance performed in connection with the
Separator. Documentation shall include the identity of the inspector (or the identity of the
person or entity that performed the service and/or maintenance). Records shall also document
the amount of residue removed from the OWS each time it was cleaned, and how removed
materials were disposed. This documentation shall be maintained for a minimum of six years.

Facility: ___________________________________________________________________

OWS Location: _____________________________________________________________

Inspected by: _______________________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________________________________
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Visual Inspection

Are there any signs of spills or leaks in
the general area? Yes No

Is there any evidence of petroleum
bypassing the OWS? Yes No

Are there any unauthorized
substances entering the OWS? Yes No

Does the OWS exhibit any signs of
leaks or malfunctions? Yes No

If you answered “yes” to any of the above questions, further inspection, repair, and/or
cleaning may be necessary.

Measurements

A Distance from rim of access cover
to bottom of structure

B Distance from rim of access cover
to top of sludge layer

C = A-B Depth of sludge layer

D Distance from rim of access cover
to the oil/water interface

E Distance from rim of access cover
to the top of the liquid surface

F = D-E Depth of oil layer

If the values for “C” and/or “F” are greater than those in the manufacturer’s
recommendations, the OWS must be cleaned by a licensed OWS maintenance
company.
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8. Stormwater Public Complaint Form

Date Recorded:

Date of Occurrence: Time of Occurrence:

Location of
Occurrence:

Project Name (if applicable):

Name of Resident:

Resident Address:

Resident Phone No.: Resident Email:

Complaint Description:

Follow-Up Action Required? Circle One: Yes     or     No

If Yes, Follow-Up Action Description:
(Example; Violation, Fine, Stop Work
Order, etc.)

Town Employee Signature:
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9. Landscaping, Pesticides, and Fertilizers

Use and improper storage of pesticides and fertilizers can contribute to loading of nutrients and
toxic compounds to surface waters. This SOP addresses Best Management Practices (BMPs)
for storing these materials, and guidelines for safe and appropriate application. In this SOP,
the term “pesticide” includes products used as herbicides. Design and implement an operation
and maintenance program to reduce and prevent discharge of pollutants to the maximum
extent practicable from municipal operations and facilities;

BMPs

v Developing an inventory of landscaping and lawn care areas that are owned by the
MS4;

v Evaluate current landscaping and lawn care activities in order to identify opportunities to
reduce the discharge of the following:
· Fertilizers
· Leaf litter and tree trimmings
· Litter and floatable materials
· Equipment fluids

v Ensure that proper litter collection is scheduled prior to any mowing activities;
v Use slow release or naturally derived and / or organic all herbicides, pesticides, and

fertilizers and in accordance with manufacturers' instructions for application rates and
quantities;

v Purchase only enough lawn care products necessary for one year – store properly to
avoid waste generation (spills, leaks);

v Train employees in the proper application of lawn care products;
v Consider alternative landscape techniques i.e.) naturescaping, xeriscaping, and rain

gardens;
v Plant trees away from sewer lines or other underground utilities;
v Use drip irrigation techniques for landscaping; and
v Report annually on the activities conducted under this program.

Storage of Pesticides and Fertilizers

Procedures for the storage of pesticides and fertilizers shall include the following:
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1. Store pesticides and fertilizers in high, dry locations in accordance with the
manufacturer’s specifications.

2. Store in cool, well-ventilated, and insulated areas to protect against temperature
extremes.

3. Store in an area which has been constructed in accordance with local fire codes for
storing flammable or combustible materials.

a. Flammable products shall be stored separately from non-flammable products,
preferably in a fire-proof cabinet.

b. Small quantities (less than 500 lbs. or 220 gallons) of pesticides can be
stored in cabinets constructed of double-walled 18-gauge sheet metal.

c. Large quantities (greater than 500 lbs. or 220 gallons) of pesticides can be
stored in a prefabricated Hazardous Material Storage Building or in a
purpose-built storage facility. It is not anticipated that many municipal facilities
will store quantities in excess of 500 lbs. or 220 gallons of pesticides.

d. Building walls should have a two hour fire rating and be impervious to the
stored materials.

e. Floors should be water tight, impervious, and provide spill containment. Refer
to SOP 6. Spill Response and Cleanup for more information on spill cleanup.

4. Store materials in an enclosed area or in covered, impervious containment, such   as
a locked cabinet. The cabinet shall be located in a first story room or one which has
direct access to the outdoors.

5. For pesticides, storage cabinets should be kept locked and the door to the storage
area should contain a weather proof sign warning of the existence and danger of
pesticides inside. The door should be kept locked. The sign should be posted in both
English and the language or languages understood by workers if this is not English.
The sign should be visible at a distance of twenty five feet and should read as
follows:

DANGER PESTICIDE STORAGE AREA: ALL UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS
KEEP OUT: KEEP DOORS LOCKED WHEN NOT IN USE

6. Pesticides shall not be stored in the same place as ammonium nitrate fertilizer.
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7. Separate pesticides and fertilizers from other chemical storage and other flammable
materials.

8. Label all containers with date of purchase, and use the older materials first.

9. Clearly label all secondary containers.

10.Never leave unlabeled or unstable pesticides and fertilizers in uncontrolled locations.

11.Maintain a current written inventory of all pesticides and fertilizers at the storage site.

12.Order for delivery as close to time of use as possible to reduce the amount of
chemical stored at the facility.

13.Order only the amount of materials needed in order to minimize excess or obsolete
materials, which require storage and disposal.

14.Regularly inspect storage area for leaks and spills.

15.Storage area should be equipped with easily accessible spill cleanup materials and
portable firefighting equipment.

16.Emergency eyewash stations and emergency drench showers should be located
near the storage area.

17.Ensure that contaminated waste materials are kept in designated containers and
stored in a labeled, designated, covered, and contained area.

18.Dispose of excess or obsolete pesticides/fertilizers and associated waste materials
in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and all applicable regulations.

19. If pesticides are stored in mini-bulk (55-1,000 gallons) or portable storage units, the
following additional NYS DEC recommended precautions should be followed:

a. All such tanks should have inlet and outlet locks which remain locked when
not in use.

b. The tanks should be stored on a bermed, impermeable pad or floor which is
capable of containing at least 100% of the total tank volume. If the tank is not
protected from precipitation or surface run-on, a greater containment capacity
is recommended.
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c. Areas where tanks are stored should be fenced or walled in.

d. Areas should be locked when not in use

e. Tanks should be routinely inspected and tested, to ensure that system is
functioning properly.

Use and Application of Fertilizers

The New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets licenses fertilizer companies as
Commercial Fertilizer Distributors. Individual fertilizer products are not licensed. There is no
licensing or certification required for individuals in order to purchase or apply fertilizers.

Procedures for the use of fertilizers include the following:

1. Fertilizers should only be applied by properly trained personnel.

2. Perform soil testing before evaluating and choosing a fertilizer. The quantity of
available nutrients already present in soil will determine the type and amount of
fertilizer that is recommended. The soil test will also determine soil pH, humic matter
and exchangeable acidity, which will indicate whether pH adjustment is required for
a fertilizer to work efficiently. A soil test should be completed at each facility, as soil
type and quality can vary widely within a single community. Type of turf and turf use
should also be considered in fertilizer selection.

3. Fertilizer selection shall take into account any surface waters within the watershed
that are impaired for nutrients. Future regulatory actions may limit use of many
fertilizers within these watersheds.

4. Calibrate application equipment regularly to ensure proper application and loading
rates.

5. Never apply fertilizers in quantities exceeding the manufacturer’s instructions.

6. Time fertilizer application periods for maximum plant uptake, usually in the fall and
the spring.

7. Do not over-apply fertilizer in late fall to “use it up” before winter. The effectiveness
of fertilizer will not reduce when stored.
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8. Do not fertilize during a drought or when the soil is dry.

9. Never apply fertilizer to frozen ground.

10.Never apply fertilizer if it is raining or immediately before expected rain.

11.Mix fertilizers and clean application equipment under cover in an area where
accidental spills will not enter surface water or groundwater and will not contaminate
soil.

12.Do not hose down paved areas after fertilizer application if drainage will enter to an
engineered storm drain system or drainage ditch.

13.Apply fertilizers in amounts appropriate for the type of vegetation to minimize losses
to surface water and groundwater.

14.Where applicable, till fertilizers into the soil rather than dumping or broadcasting
(proper application techniques will depend on the types of soil and vegetation).

15. If phosphorous fertilizer is used when re-seeding, mix the phosphorous into root
zone. Do not apply directly to the soil surface.

16.Use alternatives to chemical fertilizers, such as natural compost and organic
fertilizers, which are beneficial to soil organisms.

17.Avoid combined products such as “weed and feed,” which do not target specific
problems at the appropriate time.

18.Use slow-release fertilizer for turf grass.

Use and Application of Pesticides

The State of New York has a stringent program for registration of pesticides and certification of
those authorized to apply them. Once a pesticide has been approved for use by the U.S. EPA,
it must be registered by the DEC prior to being distributed, purchased, or used. Pesticide
classification is based on the potential adverse effects the pesticide may have on humans or
the environment.

Legal application of pesticides must be performed by a trained individual licensed or certified
by the DEC. A Commercial Applicator License is required for applying general use pesticides,
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and a Commercial Applicator Certification is required for applying restricted and state limited
use products.

Procedures for the use of pesticides include the following:

1. Follow DEC requirements for pesticide licensed or certified applicators.

2. Mix pesticides and clean application equipment under cover in an area where
accidental spills will not enter surface water or groundwater and will not contaminate
soil.

3. Health standards require that water supplies be protected with anti-siphoning
devices. Areas where pesticide concentrates are handled should be equipped with
vent hoods, fans or other vapor removal equipment.

4. Calibrate application equipment regularly to ensure proper application and loading
rates.

5. Ensure that pesticide application equipment is capable of immediate shutoff in case
of emergency.

6. Conduct spray applications according to specific label directions and applicable local
regulations.

7. Never apply pesticides in quantities exceeding the manufacturer’s instructions.

8. Apply pesticides at the life stage when the pest is most vulnerable.

9. Never apply pesticides if it is raining or immediately before expected rain.

10.Do not apply pesticides within 100 feet of open waters or of drainage channels.

11.Establish setback distances from pavement, storm drains, and water bodies, which
act as buffers from pesticide application with disease-resistant plants and minimal
mowing.

12.Spot treat infected areas only instead of the entire location.

13.Do not hose down paved areas after pesticide application to a storm drain or
drainage ditch.

14.Recycle rinsate from equipment cleaning back into product.
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15.Choose the least toxic pesticide that is still capable of reducing the infestation to
acceptable levels.

16.Use alternatives to pesticides, such as manual weed control, biological controls, and
Integrated

17.Pest Management strategies.

18.For use of herbicides, reduce seed release of weeds by timing cutting and pesticide
application at seed set. Select vegetation and landscaping that is low-maintenance,
in order to tolerate low levels of weeds without interfering with aesthetics.

19.Refer to DEC website for the requirements for the use of pesticides and
requirements for pesticide applicators.

20.Refer to DEC website for a list of New York State restricted pesticides and for
Registration and Classification of Pesticides

Other Programs that Govern the Use of Pesticides

In October 2011, the USEPA issued the Pesticide General Permit (PGP) For Discharge from
the Application of Pesticides under the NPDES program. The PGP applies to operators that
discharge biological or chemical pesticides that leave a residue to surface waters. The permit
applies to pesticides used to control the following: mosquitoes and other flying insects; weeds
and algae; animals (such as fish, lampreys, insects, and mollusks); and pests in the forest
canopy. Requirements of coverage under the PGP would supersede the materials included in
this SOP.

The final PGP requires additional protective measures beyond the pesticide label requirements
under Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide (FIFRA), requires permittees to minimize
pesticide discharges to surface waters through the use of pest management measures (such
as integrated pest management [IPM]), and requires permittees monitor for and report any
adverse incidents.
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10. Pesticides & Fertilizers Checklist

Yes No

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Clean, neat pesticide storage site
Information posted for each pesticide

SAFETY

Smoke detectors/detection system
Appropriate numbers of fire extinguishers
Personal protection equipment available outside storage area
First Aid Kit
Eye wash stations or portable eye wash bottles
Washing facilities

ACCIDENT RESPONSE

Emergency Response Plan with on-site pesticide inventory
Posted emergency phone number
Absorbent materials, shovel and bucket

RECORD KEEPING

Accurate storage log maintained
All discharges to the environment recorded
Inspection and maintenance records

PESTICIDE CONTAINERS

Insecticides, herbicides and fungicides separated
Pesticides stored in original containers with purchase date and legible
labelsPesticides stored off floor
“No Smoking” signs posted

SECURITY

Storage room posted with sign per SOP 9
Storage site well lighted and ventilated
Storage Room locked
Safety equipment separated from pesticides
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11. Winter Road Maintenance

During non-winter months, different best management practices (BMPs) will apply to
maintaining roads within the MS4 boundaries. See related SOP 12. Road Maintenance for
BMPs relating to road maintenance during non-winter months.

Winter road maintenance staff have been trained regarding these elements and stormwater
management principles.

Best Management Practices

v Salt storage structures have been inspected for structural integrity and necessary
repairs have been scheduled or completed.

v Be on the lookout for new and / or alternative practices that would reduce the discharge
of salt, construction and other debris during construction or maintenance activities;

v Calibrate salt spreaders to provide the proper application of road salt to reduce the
impact of salt on plants, aquatic life, and the local waterbodies;

v Consider alternative deicing materials (i.e. calcium chloride, magnesium chloride);

v Maintain roadside vegetation; select vegetation with a high tolerance to road salt;

v All deicing materials, including salt-sand mixed abrasives, shall be stored under
permanent or temporary cover.

v Application technology components (spreaders, road-weather systems, etc.) have been
tested, calibrated and maintained at manufacturer recommended intervals.

v Modified deicing methods (material selection, improved technology, application strategy,
training) have resulted in decreased overall annual salt usage accounting for seasonal
weather variability. Estimated reduction (tons).

v Winter road maintenance staff training or continuing education activities related to
policies, procedures, BMPs, and stormwater management.
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Annual Compliance Requirements

v Inspect salt piles and storage shed for leaks, clumping or other problems and repair as
needed.

v Inspect equipment to verify proper operation.  Service trucks and calibrate spreaders
regularly to ensure accurate, efficient distribution of salt.

v Maintain and / or update as necessary an inventory of all municipally owned
infrastructure – it is essential to include underground infrastructure i.e.) ditches,
underground storm piping, septic systems, UST’s, oil/water separators, catch
basins/sewers, etc.

v Evaluate roadway maintenance program and revise roadway maintenance
specifications

Salt Application

Anti-icing and de-icing salts shall be applied using commercially licensed, fully-insured
contractors experienced in property management of expansive parking areas. Salt usage will
be used to a minimal amount to prevent ice formation and maintain a bare pavement to ensure
public safety.

Anti- and De-icing will be employed as a supplemental method when weather conditions
require it. Best management practices shall include:

· Application of salts shall be applied before the storm event, when practicable.

· Remove snow from surfaces as quickly as possible to reduce compaction.

· Plow before applying deicers to avoid dilution of the salt.

· Minimize deicer use during the storm.

· Never plow or blow snow into bodies of water, wetlands, traffic or into streets.

· Limit use of salt and sand during the storm; use only to reduce bonding.

· Do not use salt to burn off snow.

· Use application rate chart to determine how much salt to use.
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· Don’t apply dry salt (sodium chloride) below 15º F pavement temperature. It will not melt

fast enough to help.

· Below 15° F, use a wetted salt.

· For extreme cold, skip melting and use sand.

· Clean up spills.

· Accurately record the material used at each site.

· Pay attention to its effectiveness and record observations.

· Use only what is needed based on proper application rates for the conditions.

· Put extra back in bags or haul off-site.

· For further details regarding salt application, refer to NYSDOT guidelines.

What NOT to do

· Do not re-apply if there is still residue. It can remain many days after application.

· Do not apply CaCl2 or MgCl2 to a warm surface (above 35º F pavement temperature). It

can become “greasy” as it pulls moisture to the pavement. These liquids do not always

become greasy, but there is a higher potential in warmer temperatures and higher

humidity.

· Do not over apply CaCl2 or MgCl2.

· Do not apply liquids before a rain storm. They will wash away.
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12. Road Maintenance

Poorly maintained streets allow for the accumulation of trash, grit, debris, salt, and other
contaminants. Rain events can wash contaminants from these areas and into receiving
waterbodies. In addition, street repair/paving processes use materials that can contaminate
receiving waters if they interact with stormwater.

These contaminants can negatively impact receiving waters such as changing the BOD
(biochemical oxygen demand), adding foreign particulate matter, and creating toxicity that
could harm both plants and wildlife.

During winter months, different best management practices (BMPs) will apply to maintaining
roads within the MS4 boundaries. See related SOP 11. Winter Road Maintenance for BMPs
relating to road maintenance during winter months.

Inspection Procedures

· Inspect streets, and plan (as needed) for maintenance/repairs
· Prioritize – some streets (i.e. those with high traffic flows, on flat grades, or with many

trees) may need more frequent cleaning

Maintenance Procedures and BMPs

· Spring sweeping/vacuuming to remove salt/sand residues and other debris
· Fall street sweeping and collection of leaves at appropriate time intervals
· Dry street sweeping, vacuuming, and paving of streets to be conducted during dry

weather only
· Initiate temporary street-by-street parking bans to allow access for cleaning wherever

necessary
· Maintain equipment - check for/repair fluid leaks
· Stage road operations and maintenance activity (patching, pothole repair) to reduce

spillage of materials.
· Cover catch basins and manholes during activity
· Be on the lookout for new and / or alternative practices that would reduce the discharge

of salt, construction and other debris during construction or maintenance activities;
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· Pave in dry weather only;
· Incorporate preventive maintenance and planning such covering catch basins during

regular operations & maintenance activities including but limited to resurfacing, when
patching and filling potholes;

· Clean up fluid leaks or spills that occur during regular maintenance activity from paving
equipment/materials immediately;

· Use porous asphalt for pothole repair and shoulder work whenever possible;
· Sweep and vacuum paved roads shoulders and bridges regularly to remove debris and

particulate matter;
· Maintain roadside vegetation; select vegetation with a high tolerance to road salt;
· Control particulate wastes from bridge sandblasting operations;
· Clean out bridge scuppers and catch basins regularly;
· Direct water from bridge scuppers to vegetated areas;
· Identify the type of roadways that can be swept to remove sediment and other

pollutants;
· Schedule and implement street sweeping of identified roadways; and
· Prior to road reconstruction, consider/evaluate the use of “shouldered roads” instead of

“curbed roads”.

Annual Compliance Requirements

· Evaluate roadway maintenance program and revise roadway maintenance
specifications according to identified alternative practices.

· Implement street sweeping in accordance with the identified schedule.
· Inspect equipment to verify proper operation.  Service trucks and calibrate spreaders

regularly to ensure accurate, efficient distribution of salt.
· Maintain and / or update as necessary an inventory of all municipally owned

infrastructure – it is essential to include underground infrastructure i.e.) ditches,
underground storm piping, septic systems, UST’s, oil/water separators, catch
basins/sewers, etc.

· Maintain records of all road maintenance activities and the use of alternative
maintenance practices.
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13. Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance

Trace amounts of metals/hydrocarbons are found in materials that are typically used in
maintenance operations. Some of these commonly used materials include fuels, antifreeze,
batteries, motor oils, grease, and parts cleaning solvents. In order to best prevent these
contaminants from making their way to receiving waterbodies, best management practices
have been put into place.

Maintenance and Inspection Procedures and BMPs

· Inspect (for maintenance purposes) floor drain systems, oil/water separators

· Review vehicle inspection and maintenance records on an annual basis to evaluate

conformance to vehicle manufacturer service specifications.

· Monitor “parked” vehicles/equipment for leaks

· Vehicles and equipment shall be washed at the Water Treatment Facility where the

wash-water is discharged to the sanitary sewer for treatment

· Rinse grass from lawn care equipment on permeable (grassed) areas

· Use steam cleaning /pressure washing instead of solvent for parts cleaning

· Perform cleaning with pressurized cold water, without the use of soaps, if wastewaters

will flow to a storm sewer system

· Use minimal amounts of biodegradable soaps only if wastewaters will discharge to a

sanitary sewer system

· Store waste fluids in properly capped, labeled storage containers

· Store batteries in leak-proof, compatible (i.e. non-reactive) containers

· Protect against pollution if outside maintenance is necessary (cover storm receivers,

use secondary containment vessels, etc.)

· Conduct maintenance work indoors – if work must be performed outside, guard against

spillage of materials that could discharge to storm receivers
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· Seal floor drains that discharge directly to the environment, where necessary

· Initiate single purpose use of vehicle bays – dedicate one (or more) bays that have no

(or sealed) floor drains for repairs/maintenance

· Never leave vehicles unattended while refueling
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14. Refuse Storage and Removal

Improper storage and disposal of refuse and wastes can contribute toxic compounds to nearby
waterbodies. This can be easily prevented or mitigated by following the BMPs below:

Best Management Practices

· Place waste receptacles indoors or under a roof or roof overhang whenever possible.

· Keep trash container lids closed at all times unless in use.

· All waste receptacles should be leak-tight with tight-fitting lids or covers. Plastic liners
can be used to ensure leak tightness.

· Do not place outdoor waste receptacles near storm drains or ditches unless at a lower
elevation.

· Sweep around outdoor waste containers regularly and immediately before any
expected storm event.

· Wastes should be picked up and disposed of regularly by a qualified waste
management company.

· If waste generation exceeds the capacity of waste containers, either obtain
more containers or increase the frequency of pick-ups.

· Do not wash out waste containers or dumpsters outdoors. If municipally owned
containers must be washed, do so at a sink or floor drain so that wastewater goes to the
sanitary sewer.

· When working in the field, place all wastes in appropriate containers in the vicinity of the
work site. If no public containers are available, containerize or bag the wastes and bring
them back to base for proper placement into containers.

· Never place liquids or liquid-containing wastes in a dumpster or trash receptacle.

· If wastewater or liquid, non-hazardous waste is generated at a fixed facility or in
the field, it must be disposed into the sanitary sewer (if approved) or collected for
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transportation to a disposal site that can receive that type of wastewater.

Required Maintenance

· Promptly repair, replace or return any leaking or damaged dumpsters

· Repair or replace missing or poorly fitted lids or covers on waste receptacles promptly.



OUTFALL RECONNAISSANCE INVENTORY/ SAMPLE COLLECTION FIELD SHEET

Section 1: Background Data
Subwatershed: Outfall ID:

Today’s date: Time (Military):

Investigators: Form completed by:

Temperature (°F): Rainfall (in.):    Last 24 hours: Last 48 hours:

Latitutde: Longitude: GPS Unit: GPS LMK #:

Camera: Photo #s:

Land Use in Drainage Area (Check all that apply):

Industrial

Ultra-Urban Residential

Suburban Residential

Commercial

Open Space

Institutional

Other:

Known Industries:

Notes (e.g.., origin of outfall, if known):

Section 2: Outfall Description
LOCATION MATERIAL SHAPE DIMENSIONS (IN.) SUBMERGED

Closed Pipe

RCP CMP

PVC HDPE

Steel

Other:

Circular

Eliptical

Box

Other:

Single

Double

Triple

Other:

Diameter/Dimensions: In Water:
No
Partially
Fully

With Sediment:
No
Partially
Fully

Open drainage

Concrete

Earthen

rip-rap

Other:

Trapezoid

Parabolic

Other:

Depth:

Top Width:

Bottom Width:

In-Stream (applicable when collecting samples)

Flow Present? Yes No If No, Skip to Section 5

Flow Description
(If present) Trickle Moderate Substantial

Section 3: Quantitative Characterization
FIELD DATA FOR FLOWING OUTFALLS

PARAMETER RESULT UNIT EQUIPMENT

Flow #1
Volume Liter Bottle

Time to fill Sec

Flow #2

Flow depth In Tape measure

Flow width ’ ” Ft, In Tape measure

Measured length ’ ” Ft, In Tape measure

Time of travel S Stop watch

Temperature °F Thermometer

pH pH Units Test strip/Probe

Ammonia mg/L Test strip



Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory Field Sheet

Section 4: Physical Indicators for Flowing Outfalls Only
Are Any Physical Indicators Present in the flow? Yes No (If No, Skip to Section 5)

INDICATOR CHECK if
Present DESCRIPTION RELATIVE SEVERITY INDEX (1-3)

Odor
Sewage Rancid/sour Petroleum/gas

Sulfide Other:
1 – Faint 2 – Easily detected 3 – Noticeable from a

distance

Color
Clear Brown Gray Yellow

Green Orange Red Other:
1 – Faint colors in

sample bottle
2 – Clearly visible in

sample bottle
3 – Clearly visible in

outfall flow

Turbidity See severity 1 – Slight cloudiness 2 – Cloudy 3 – Opaque

Floatables
-Does Not Include

Trash!!

Sewage (Toilet Paper, etc.) Suds

Petroleum (oil sheen) Other:
1 – Few/slight; origin

not obvious

2 – Some; indications
of origin (e.g.,
possible suds or oil
sheen)

3 - Some; origin clear
(e.g., obvious oil
sheen, suds, or floating
sanitary materials)

Section 5: Physical Indicators for Both Flowing and Non-Flowing Outfalls
Are physical indicators that are not related to flow present? Yes No (If No, Skip to Section 6)

INDICATOR CHECK if Present DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

Outfall Damage Spalling, Cracking or Chipping Peeling Paint
Corrosion

Deposits/Stains Oily Flow Line Paint Other:

Abnormal Vegetation Excessive Inhibited

Poor pool quality Odors Colors Floatables Oil Sheen
Suds Excessive Algae Other:

Pipe benthic growth Brown Orange Green Other:

Section 6: Overall Outfall Characterization

Unlikely Potential  (presence of two or more indicators) Suspect (one or more indicators with a severity of 3) Obvious

Section 7: Data Collection
1. Sample for the lab? Yes No

2. If yes, collected from: Flow Pool

3. Intermittent flow trap set? Yes No If Yes, type: OBM Caulk dam



Section 8: Any Non-Illicit Discharge Concerns (e.g., trash or needed infrastructure repairs)?

Section 9: Corrective Actions

Corrective Action Taken Date Completed: Completed By:

Photos:

Description:


